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Abstract

Quantum circuits — built from local unitary gates and local measure-

ments — are a new playground for quantum many-body physics and

a tractable setting to explore universal collective phenomena far-from-

equilibrium. These models have shed light on longstanding questions

about thermalization and chaos, and on the underlying universal dy-

namics of quantum information and entanglement. In addition, such

models generate new sets of questions and give rise to phenomena with

no traditional analog, such as new dynamical phases in quantum sys-

tems that are monitored by an external observer. Quantum circuit

dynamics is also topical in view of experimental progress in building

digital quantum simulators that allow control of precisely these ingre-

dients. Randomness in the circuit elements allows a high level of the-

oretical control, with a key theme being mappings between real-time

quantum dynamics and e↵ective classical lattice models or dynamical

processes. Many of the universal phenomena that can be identified in

this tractable setting apply to much wider classes of more structured

many-body dynamics.
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1. Introduction

Quantum dynamical phenomena, such as the transport of conserved quantities, correla-

tion and response functions of local observables, or dynamics of low-lying excitations,

have traditionally been used to probe the universal properties of quantum condensed mat-

ter at low temperatures and near equilibrium. In contrast, since quantum coherence

is easily destroyed at high temperatures, it might seem that quantum matter evolved

far from its ground-state would fail to exhibit universal dynamics that is distinctively

quantum. However, e↵orts to understand out-of-equilibrium dynamics in lattice models

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) quantum field theories (18, 19, 20, 21),

and black holes (22, 23, 24, 25, 26) have shown that universal structures can emerge in

quantum correlations and in the patterns of quantum entanglement of a many-body sys-

tem. These structures underlie thermalization, when it occurs, as well as novel forms of

non-thermalizing dynamics (1, 2).

The search for universal phenomena in the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of quantum

many-body systems has been intensified by e↵orts at the interface of quantum information

science and condensed matter physics to build quantum simulators (27), systems of hundreds

of qubits which can realize interesting many-body phases. Analog quantum simulators, such

as ultracold atom platforms (28, 29, 30), arrays of atoms with long-range interactions which

are tuned by exciting into Rydberg states (31), and trapped atomic ions (32, 33) exert

control over constituent degrees of freedom by tuning the Hamiltonian governing their

interactions. The possibility of highly coherent and controllable Hamiltonian dynamics

has led to important questions about universality in the approach to thermal equilibrium

(34, 1), and situations in which quenched disorder can arrest thermalization entirely via the

phenomenon of many-body localization (MBL) (2, 35, 3).

Recently-developed digital quantum simulators a↵ord an even greater degree of control.

The native mode of operation of these platforms, such as those formed of superconducting
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qubits (36, 37), involves the discrete-time evolution of constituent qubits through the appli-

cation of unitary operations, measurements, and feedback. Harnessing these ingredients to

control quantum many-body systems is a new goal of quantum condensed matter physics.

Successful implementation of these operations is also a stepping-stone towards the separate

goal of eventually building a fault-tolerant quantum computer (38). The advent of digital

quantum simulators has thus led to an important question for condensed matter physics:

What collective quantum phenomena, or dynamical phases of matter, can emerge

using operations – such as unitary gates, measurements, and feedback – which are

native to quantum simulators?

This article is an introduction to simple discrete-time models for many-body dynam-

ics that have allowed progress on some of these questions. In these models, a lattice of

spins (qubits) evolves through the application of local unitary gates and measurements.

This discrete-time structure — a so-called “quantum circuit” (39) — is reminiscent of the

“Trotterization” of a continuous-time Hamiltonian evolution, though the time-step here is

not assumed to be infinitesimal, as each local operation will generally not be close to the

identity (which also means that energy is not conserved).

A minimally-structured unitary quantum circuit which lacks any symmetries or other

special properties will rapidly bring the system into a steady-state that is locally completely

disordered, in the sense that local observables reproduce an infinite-temperature statistical

ensemble. The search for universal phenomena in this setting thus requires going beyond

traditional probes of quantum condensed matter involving correlations between specially-

chosen local operators. Instead, interesting universal features of the evolving state can be

usefully quantified with information-theoretic quantities such as the entanglement entropy

and the quantum mutual information, measures of correlations that are non-linear in the

reduced density matrix for a subsystem. These observables are also natural in the mini-

mal circuit setting since they are independent of the local choice of basis, while remaining

sensitive to basic structural features of the dynamics such as locality and unitarity. What

universal structures govern the behavior of such observables in a minimal quantum cir-

cuit dynamics? What additional universal phenomena emerge in the presence of further

structure and symmetries?

Focusing on these abstract measures of correlation is not an esoteric exercise; measures

of entanglement are of particular importance in light of recent developments in condensed

matter physics and quantum information science. First, closed quantum systems can reach

a local, thermal equilibrium under purely unitary evolution, and understanding the locally

irreversible nature of this process of thermalization (40, 41, 42) requires studying the pro-

duction of quantum many-body entanglement. Second, just as patterns of entanglement

in equilibrium matter contain universal structures that are characteristic of phases and

phase transitions (43, 19, 44, 45), entanglement is also an organizing principle for out-of-

equilibrium quantum matter. It is interesting to compare universal patterns of entangle-

ment that emerge in this setting with what we know to be possible in equilibrium. Finally,

validating the performance of near-term quantum computers requires understanding and

executing tasks which we know to be quantifiably hard to perform on a classical computer

(46). Quantum information-theoretic quantities (e.g. measures of state and operator en-

tanglement) provide proxies for certain kinds of classical hardness, so that — in addition

to shedding light on how to make classical algorithms more e�cient — they can be used to

pinpoint dynamical regimes where quantum simulation has a genuine advantage.
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Significant theoretical progress is possible by incorporating randomness in the allowed

local operations that form a quantum circuit. Ensembles of random quantum circuits pro-

vide a theoretically tractable setting in which to understand universal out-of-equilibrium

phenomena that also occur in more structured quantum many-body dynamics. This is

similar in spirit to the role of randomness in, for example, applications of random matrix

theory to level statistics or mesoscopic transport (47, 48). Loosely speaking, randomness

in a quantum circuit allows for a classical description of the evolving entanglement struc-

ture in a typical realization of the quantum many-body dynamics (16, 49, 50, 51). This

result can be heuristically understood by noting that basic observables (both simple cor-

relation functions, and entanglement quantities that are non-linear in the density matrix)

are related to probability amplitudes for evolving several copies of the original quantum

many-body system into a particular final state. Randomness allows one to show that this

evolution is quantum-mechanically incoherent. The resulting “classical” statistical ensem-

ble of Feynman trajectories of the multi-copy system exhibits universal properties which

reflect quantum correlations in the original system of interest. A key approach taken in

this article will be to investigate the universal structures that emerge in these classical

descriptions, and to use these as a foothold for understanding more structured quantum

many-body evolution.

We will discuss both unitary circuit dynamics, and monitored dynamics in which the

system’s local degrees of freedom are repeatedly measured by an external observer (a nonuni-

tary operation). One way to motivate unitary circuits is as models in which to get analytical

control on questions about out-of-equilibrium dynamics and chaos that are also relevant to

more conventional condensed matter models. Monitored circuits, by contrast, show us that

new dynamical universality classes are possible (even for dynamics with very little struc-

ture) once we step outside the domain of unitary evolution. In particular we focus on a

phase transition, from an entangled to a disentangled phase, induced by monitoring (52, 53).

Unitary or weakly-monitored dynamics generates complex, highly entangled wavefunctions,

but su�ciently frequent measurement can trap the evolving wavefunction close to the space

of product states. The phases and transitions can again be fruitfully mapped to an e↵ective

classical statistical mechanics model (54, 55, 56, 57). Monitored many-body systems have

been the subject of much recent progress (58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 54, 55, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,

69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 57, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84).

We also direct the reader to a recent review (17) on entanglement dynamics in circuits,

which gives a useful treatment of many of the same topics we discuss.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the fundamental building blocks

of quantum circuits along with the two broad classes of quantum circuit dynamics that we

study, and outline some basic physical properties of the circuits. Sec. 3 focuses on the

first class, quantum circuits with local unitary gates. We review a universal description of

entanglement growth in this setting, and elucidate the structure of correlation functions. We

then explore circuits with additional structure beyond locality and unitarity, such as charge-

conserving circuits with a hydrodynamic mode, and Floquet circuits with discrete time-

translation symmetry. In Sec. 4, we explore a novel class of open quantum systems which

are monitored by an observer who makes repeated measurements. We describe “hybrid”

quantum circuits with both unitary gates and measurements, and a phase transition, driven

by measurements, in the entanglement structure of the quantum trajectories. We explore

properties of the phases and phase transitions in such circuits, and also discuss the role

of additional structure such as discrete or continuous symmetries. Sec. 5 discusses some
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experimental implications, and Sec. 6 is a brief outlook of open questions and future possible

directions.

2. Models and motivation

We start this Section with a pedagogical introduction to the essential building blocks of a

quantum circuit at the level of one or two qubits, to develop some intuition for the e↵ect

of these ingredients on correlations in a quantum many-body system. We also introduce

basis-independent measures of quantum correlations, the entanglement entropy and the

bipartite mutual information, which we will use throughout this review. Then we define

the 1+1D unitary (Sec. 2.3) and monitored (Sec. 2.4) circuits that we will consider. In

Secs. 2.5, 2.6 we briefly sketch what these circuits can be used to study and some of the

structures allowing analytic calculations.

2.1. Circuit building blocks and quantum entanglement

Throughout this review, we will study d-dimensional quantum many-body systems com-

posed of qubits (or more generally, q-level systems “qudits”) which are arranged in a spa-

tially local fashion. The discrete time-evolution of such a quantum many-body system

through the application of local operations defines a quantum circuit. We will restrict our

attention to (i) quantum gates acting on a few nearby qubits and, in the second part of this

review, also (ii) local projective measurements. Quantum gates are unitary transformations

acting on the qubits. Projective measurements are observations which leave the measured

degrees of freedom in a state with a definite eigenvalue of the measured operator. Mea-

surements are inherently stochastic: identical measurements performed on multiple copies

of the same wavefunction can yield di↵erent outcomes, which are distributed according to

Born’s rule.

We will make extensive use of the “entanglement entropy” (or rather entropies) to quan-

tify correlations in quantum states evolving under these ingredients. Consider a quantum

many-body system composed of N qubits and described by a wavefunction | i, which is

bipartitioned into a subset of spins A, with Hilbert space dimension DA, and its comple-

ment A, with Hilbert space dimension DĀ. The entanglement entropy is a measure of the

entanglement between A and Ā and also a basis-independent measure of the correlations

between these regions. It can be expressed in terms of the reduced density matrix ⇢A, which

encodes all expectation values of operators solely within region A. This is given by trac-

ing over the complementary subsystem A: ⇢A ⌘ TrĀ | i h |. The eigenvalues {�i} of ⇢A
are non-negative and sum to unity,

P
i �i = 1, and as we will see below, the number of

nonzero eigenvalues is also the number of terms required to write | i as a superposition of

unentangled (product) states.

The von Neumann entanglement entropy is defined as

SA ⌘ �Tr (⇢A ln ⇢A) . 1.

We will often consider the nth Rényi entropy S(n)

A ⌘ ln (Tr⇢nA) /(1� n) as another measure

of quantum entanglement, with the von Neumann entropy given by the limit n! 1.

The entanglement entropy can also be used to define a basis-independent measure of

correlations between subsystems A and B whose union is not necessarily the entire system.

www.annualreviews.org • Random Quantum Circuits 5



This “mutual information” is defined as

IAB = SA + SB � SA[B . 2.

The Rényi and von Neumann entropies enjoy a number of important properties:

1. S(n)

A is insensitive to unitary transformations which act separately within A or A, such as

local changes of basis in the quantum many-body system, since these leave the eigenvalues

of the reduced density matrix unchanged.

2. 0  S(n)

A  lnD where D = min(DA, DĀ). S(n)

A is zero if subsystem A is pure and

may be described by a single wavefunction ⇢A = |�i h�| and is maximized if the reduced

density matrix for the smaller of the two subsystems is ID/D where ID is the D ⇥ D

identity matrix (in this case we say that this subsystem is in a maximally-mixed state).

In the former case, we will say that the two subsystems are disentangled.

3. Writing ⇢A =
P

i pi |�ii h�i| as a probabilistic mixture of orthonormal pure states (see

below), with probabilities pi = �i, the von Neumann entropy SA = �
P

i pi ln pi is the

classical Shannon entropy of this distribution.

The von Neumann entropy is often preferred to other Rényi entropies as a measure of

entanglement since it satisfies additional properties, such as sub-additivity, strong sub-

additivity, and concavity which are natural if we wish to give SA an information-theoretic

interpretation (39).1

Heuristically, the entanglement entropy between complementary sets of spins A and

Ā quantifies (the logarithm of) the number of terms required to write the pure state | i

as a superposition of product states between A and Ā. Formally, | i may be written in

the Schmidt form | i =
P

i

p
�i |�iiA |�iiĀ, where |�iiA and |�iiĀ are orthonormal sets of

states in the two subsystems, and i runs over at most min(DA, DĀ) values. The distinct

Rényi entropies correspond to distinct “counts” of the Schmidt values that discount smaller

values of �i to a greater or lesser extent.

A key point is that low-entanglement states can be expressed (or approximated) by

keeping a number of Schmidt states that is much smaller than D. A generalization of this

idea to Matrix Product States (MPS) for 1D chains means that there is a direct relation

between the entanglement of a 1D quantum state and the cost of storing it as an MPS (86).

Related ideas apply also to Matrix Product Operator representations of quantum operators.

2.2. Quantum gates and measurements – a two-qubit example

To illustrate the e↵ect of the basic building blocks of quantum circuits (quantum gates and

measurements) on a quantum state and its entanglement, we consider examples involving

only one or two qubits.

Starting with a single qubit, recall that any Hermitian operator acting on the qubit may

be written as a linear combination of the three Pauli matrices and the identity operator,

X =

 
0 1

1 0

!
, Y =

 
0 �i

i 0

!
, Z =

 
1 0

0 �1

!
, I =

 
1 0

0 1

!
, 3.

1Sub-additivity means that if a region A is decomposed into regions A1 and A2 then
SA  SA1 + SA2 . Heuristically, there is less “uncertainty” in ⇢A than in the the combination
of reduced states ⇢A1 and ⇢A2 , since these are fully determined by ⇢A (85).
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in the form O =
P

S2{I,X,Y,Z} cSS = cII + cXX + cY Y + cZZ, where the coe�cients in

this expansion are given by cS = 1

2
Tr(SO), with the trace taken over the two-

dimensional Hilbert space of the qubit. A unitary acting on the qubit can be written

u = exp(�i
P

S2{I,X,Y,Z} hSS), where the coe�cients hS are real. For a pair of qubits, any

Hermitian operator O may be written as a sum of tensor products of these operators acting

on the two qubits. (We will write X1 = X ⌦ I, etc.)

Consider dynamics of a single spin that interleaves unitary gates and measurements.

If the spin is in a pure state, this state is a point on the Bloch sphere, defined by the

polarization vector (hXi , hY i , hZi). Unitary transformations rotate the state on the Bloch

sphere. A measurement, say of Z, causes a stochastic jump to the North or the South

pole, depending on the random measurement outcome (see below for an example in the

two-qubit setting). As a result of this randomness, an arbitrary sequence of unitaries and

measurements gives a kind of random walk on the Bloch sphere.

For a single spin, all points on the Bloch sphere are equivalent (in the absence of a pre-

ferred local basis). But once we have more than one spin, we can distinguish wavefunctions

according to their entanglement. As an illustration, consider a simple process of generation

and destruction of entanglement with two qubits. Begin with a state in which both spins

are aligned in the Pauli X basis | i = |!!i, so that X1 | i = | i, X2 | i = | i, where

Xi denotes the Pauli operator X acting on the i-th qubit. This state is disentangled since

it may be written as a tensor product of the wavefunction of each spin. We now apply the

“controlled–Z” gate acting on both qubits, CZ12 ⌘ exp
h
i
⇡
4
(1� Z1)(1� Z2)

i
, so that the

new wavefunction of the two-spin system is

|�i ⌘ CZ12 | i =
1
2

h
|!!i+ |! i+ | !i � |  i

i
4.

where | i is an eigenstate of the Pauli X operator with X | i = � | i. It is easily checked

that the reduced density matrix for either spin is now maximally mixed, ⇢1,2 = I/2, so that

the entanglement entropy for each spin is ln 2.

For most of this review, we will discuss generic local unitary gates. The CZ unitary

gate that we applied above is in fact non-generic in two ways. First, it is diagonal in the

Pauli Z basis and therefore cannot generate quantum entanglement when acting on product

states in this basis. A generic two-qubit quantum gate acting on any product state of the

qubits will tend to produce entanglement between them (though not in general maximal

entanglement). The second property is that CZ is a “Cli↵ord” gate, meaning that it has a

simple action on Pauli matrices as we illustrate below. Although the generic gates that we

will mostly discuss that do not have this special property, we describe it here briefly because

circuits made of Cli↵ord gates have the important property of being classically simulable

(Sec. 3.3.4).

The initial state | i was “stabilized by” (invariant under) the Pauli operators X1 and

X2. An equivalent way to specify the evolved state |�i is via the evolution of these operators

under the action of the gate, which is given by CZ12X1CZ
†
12

= X1Z2, CZ12X2CZ
†
12

= Z1X2.

These evolved “stabilizers” uniquely specify the two-qubit wavefunction, since they satisfy

X1Z2 |�i = |�i Z1X2 |�i = |�i 5.

Here, the Cli↵ord property of CZ has ensured that the evolved stabilizers are simple products

of Pauli operators. In contrast, a generic quantum gate will evolve a Pauli operator into a

sum of products of Pauli operators, as we will discuss in Sec. 3.2.
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(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="chmRlyEvtcEacI3ZnL900L4MjJ8=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9aC86r/XLFqTtz4FXi5qQCOVr98ldvENM0YtJQQbTuuk5i/Iwow6lg01Iv1SwhdEyGrGupJBHTfjY/dorPrDLAYaxsSYPn6u+JjERaT6LAdkbEjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNUzSxaIwFdjEePY5HnDFqBETSwhV3N6K6YgoQo3Np2RDcJdfXiWPjbp7Ub+8b1SaN3kcRTiBU6iBC1fQhDtogQcUODzDK7whiV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwBEbI2t</latexit>

Unitary gate

<latexit sha1_base64="URWcc3TkuoAtyLJljx+/NGL/g5Q=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqzl6GQyCp7AbFD0GvXiMYB6QhDA76SRDZmeXmV5xWeKvePGgiFc/xJt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uIJbCoOd9O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b//APTxqmCjRHOo8kpFuBcyAFArqKFBCK9bAwkBCMxjfTP3mA2gjInWPaQzdkA2VGAjO0Eo9t9hBeMSsrgQyndIhQ5j03JJX9magq8RfkBJZoNZzvzr9iCchKOSSGdP2vRi7GdMouIRJoZMYiBkfsyG0LVUsBNPNZsdP6KlV+nQQaVsK6Uz9PZGx0Jg0DGxnyHBklr2p+J/XTnBw1c2EihMExeeLBomkGNFpErQvNHCUqSWMa2FvpXzENONo8yrYEPzll1dJo1L2z8sXd5VS9XoRR54ckxNyRnxySarkltRInXCSkmfySt6cJ+fFeXc+5q05ZzFTJH/gfP4AU1yVNQ==</latexit>

=

<latexit sha1_base64="ob7B8kjbSB2ITPpThi7JXPKqINI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtwFRRshaGMZ0ZhAcoS9zV6yZG/v2J0TQshPsLFQxNZfZOe/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fPJo41Yw3WCxj3Qqo4VIo3kCBkrcSzWkUSN4MhjdTv/nEtRGxesBRwv2I9pUIBaNopfvyVblbLLkVdwayTLyMlCBDvVv86vRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ8UOqnhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHHs1Mn5MQqPRLG2pZCMlN/T4xpZMwoCmxnRHFgFr2p+J/XTjG89MdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0b9ITmjOUI0so08LeStiAasrQplOwIXiLLy+Tx2rFO6uc31VLtessjjwcwTGcggcXUINbqEMDGPThGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbc042cwh/4Hz+AEZDjSM=</latexit>

Projective measurement

<latexit sha1_base64="akTDvjAGGBJnTz7nTWCkmVnbsa8=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsRBoNgFXZF0TJoYxnBPCBZwuzkbjJm9sHM3WBYUtn4KzYWitj6DXb+jbNJCk08MHA45x7u3OPFUmi07W8rt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39+o6ShSHGo9kpJoe0yBFCDUUKKEZK2CBJ6HhDa4zvzEEpUUU3uEoBjdgvVD4gjM0Uqd42EZ4wLSqonvgKIZAA2A6URBAiONOsWSX7QnoInFmpERmqHaKX+1uxJMszCXTuuXYMbopUyi4hHGhnWiIGR+wHrQMDVkA2k0nZ4zpsVG61I+UeSHSifo7kbJA61HgmcmAYV/Pe5n4n9dK0L90UxHGCULIp4v8RFKMaNYJ7QpljpcjQxhXwvyV8j5TjKNprmBKcOZPXiT107JzVj6/PS1VrmZ15MkBOSInxCEXpEJuSJXUCCeP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2P6WjOmmX2yR9Ynz+GqpnN</latexit>

Projective measurement

<latexit sha1_base64="akTDvjAGGBJnTz7nTWCkmVnbsa8=">AAACBnicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsRBoNgFXZF0TJoYxnBPCBZwuzkbjJm9sHM3WBYUtn4KzYWitj6DXb+jbNJCk08MHA45x7u3OPFUmi07W8rt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t7xR39+o6ShSHGo9kpJoe0yBFCDUUKKEZK2CBJ6HhDa4zvzEEpUUU3uEoBjdgvVD4gjM0Uqd42EZ4wLSqonvgKIZAA2A6URBAiONOsWSX7QnoInFmpERmqHaKX+1uxJMszCXTuuXYMbopUyi4hHGhnWiIGR+wHrQMDVkA2k0nZ4zpsVG61I+UeSHSifo7kbJA61HgmcmAYV/Pe5n4n9dK0L90UxHGCULIp4v8RFKMaNYJ7QpljpcjQxhXwvyV8j5TjKNprmBKcOZPXiT107JzVj6/PS1VrmZ15MkBOSInxCEXpEJuSJXUCCeP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2P6WjOmmX2yR9Ynz+GqpnN</latexit>

=

<latexit sha1_base64="ob7B8kjbSB2ITPpThi7JXPKqINI=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtwFRRshaGMZ0ZhAcoS9zV6yZG/v2J0TQshPsLFQxNZfZOe/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fPJo41Yw3WCxj3Qqo4VIo3kCBkrcSzWkUSN4MhjdTv/nEtRGxesBRwv2I9pUIBaNopfvyVblbLLkVdwayTLyMlCBDvVv86vRilkZcIZPUmLbnJuiPqUbBJJ8UOqnhCWVD2udtSxWNuPHHs1Mn5MQqPRLG2pZCMlN/T4xpZMwoCmxnRHFgFr2p+J/XTjG89MdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0b9ITmjOUI0so08LeStiAasrQplOwIXiLLy+Tx2rFO6uc31VLtessjjwcwTGcggcXUINbqEMDGPThGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbc042cwh/4Hz+AEZDjSM=</latexit>

(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="WJ6QcTZlU6YUE3TVcPMBHdknwdc=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSbJtj0YvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSELbJOKR7PlYUc4EbWumOe3FkuLQ57TrT68WfveeSsUicadnMfVCPBYsYARrI92WnfNhsWRXbLfh1uvIkCUMcV272qghJ1NKkKE1LL4PRhFJQio04VipvmPH2kux1IxwOi8MEkVjTKZ4TPuGChxS5aXLU+fozCgjFETSlNBoqX6fSHGo1Cz0TWeI9UT99hbiX14/0YHrpUzEiaaCrBYFCUc6Qou/0YhJSjSfGYKJZOZWRCZYYqJNOgUTwten6H/SqVaci0rtplpqXmZx5OEETqEMDjSgCdfQgjYQGMMDPMGzxa1H68V6XbXmrGzmGH7AevsEn+6NYQ==</latexit>

(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="EEOwrC0nFPFq41sVUvto5DAoP0Y=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSbJtj0YvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSELbJOKR7PlYUc4EbWumOe3FkuLQ57TrT68WfveeSsUicadnMfVCPBYsYARrI92Wq+fDYsmu2G7DrdeRIUsY4rp2tVFDTqaUIENrWHwfjCKShFRowrFSfceOtZdiqRnhdF4YJIrGmEzxmPYNFTikykuXp87RmVFGKIikKaHRUv0+keJQqVnom84Q64n67S3Ev7x+ogPXS5mIE00FWS0KEo50hBZ/oxGTlGg+MwQTycytiEywxESbdAomhK9P0f+kU604F5XaTbXUvMziyMMJnEIZHGhAE66hBW0gMIYHeIJni1uP1ov1umrNWdnMMfyA9fYJoXONYg==</latexit>

(3)

<latexit sha1_base64="dF1psOc+Xj+QYEM/ahDlgLPAzww=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSbZtj0YvHirYW2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZuZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fdFSUSELbJOKR7PpYUc4EbWumOe3GkuLQ5/TOn1zO/bt7KhWLxK2extQL8UiwgBGsjXRTPjsdFEt2xXYbbr2ODFnAENe1q40acjKlBBlag+J7fxiRJKRCE46V6jl2rL0US80Ip7NCP1E0xmSCR7RnqMAhVV66OHWGTowyREEkTQmNFur3iRSHSk1D33SGWI/Vb28u/uX1Eh24XspEnGgqyHJRkHCkIzT/Gw2ZpETzqSGYSGZuRWSMJSbapFMwIXx9iv4nnWrFOa/Urqul5kUWRx6O4BjK4EADmnAFLWgDgRE8wBM8W9x6tF6s12VrzspmDuEHrLdPoviNYw==</latexit>

|�0�

<latexit sha1_base64="mROCnD+oyJGoVs4l5vYWOwybqTw=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16CbaCp5IURY9FLx4r2A9oQthsN+3SzSbsbsQS81e8eFDEq3/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IGFUKtv+Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeVjtyjgVmHRwzGLRD5AkjHLSUVQx0k8EQVHASC+Y3Mz83gMRksb8Xk0T4kVoxGlIMVJa8s1q/clNJPUzO3cF4iNG6r5Zsxv2HNYqcQpSgwJt3/xyhzFOI8IVZkjKgWMnysuQUBQzklfcVJIE4QkakYGmHEVEetn89tw61crQCmOhiytrrv6eyFAk5TQKdGeE1FguezPxP2+QqvDKyyhPUkU4XiwKU2ap2JoFYQ2pIFixqSYIC6pvtfAYCYSVjquiQ3CWX14l3WbDOW9c3DVrresijjIcwwmcgQOX0IJbaEMHMDzCM7zCm5EbL8a78bFoLRnFzBH8gfH5A6CflC0=</latexit>

|�1�

<latexit sha1_base64="zOKvEilUI3sh0508zc/RZCZI0K4=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16CbaCp5IURY9FLx4r2A9oQthsN+3SzSbsbsQS81e8eFDEq3/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IGFUKtv+Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeVjtyjgVmHRwzGLRD5AkjHLSUVQx0k8EQVHASC+Y3Mz83gMRksb8Xk0T4kVoxGlIMVJa8s1q/clNJPUzJ3cF4iNG6r5Zsxv2HNYqcQpSgwJt3/xyhzFOI8IVZkjKgWMnysuQUBQzklfcVJIE4QkakYGmHEVEetn89tw61crQCmOhiytrrv6eyFAk5TQKdGeE1FguezPxP2+QqvDKyyhPUkU4XiwKU2ap2JoFYQ2pIFixqSYIC6pvtfAYCYSVjquiQ3CWX14l3WbDOW9c3DVrresijjIcwwmcgQOX0IJbaEMHMDzCM7zCm5EbL8a78bFoLRnFzBH8gfH5A6IslC4=</latexit>

Unitary gate

<latexit sha1_base64="URWcc3TkuoAtyLJljx+/NGL/g5Q=">AAAB/HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqzl6GQyCp7AbFD0GvXiMYB6QhDA76SRDZmeXmV5xWeKvePGgiFc/xJt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uIJbCoOd9O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b//APTxqmCjRHOo8kpFuBcyAFArqKFBCK9bAwkBCMxjfTP3mA2gjInWPaQzdkA2VGAjO0Eo9t9hBeMSsrgQyndIhQ5j03JJX9magq8RfkBJZoNZzvzr9iCchKOSSGdP2vRi7GdMouIRJoZMYiBkfsyG0LVUsBNPNZsdP6KlV+nQQaVsK6Uz9PZGx0Jg0DGxnyHBklr2p+J/XTnBw1c2EihMExeeLBomkGNFpErQvNHCUqSWMa2FvpXzENONo8yrYEPzll1dJo1L2z8sXd5VS9XoRR54ckxNyRnxySarkltRInXCSkmfySt6cJ+fFeXc+5q05ZzFTJH/gfP4AU1yVNQ==</latexit>

(2)

<latexit sha1_base64="EEOwrC0nFPFq41sVUvto5DAoP0Y=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSbJtj0YvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSELbJOKR7PlYUc4EbWumOe3FkuLQ57TrT68WfveeSsUicadnMfVCPBYsYARrI92Wq+fDYsmu2G7DrdeRIUsY4rp2tVFDTqaUIENrWHwfjCKShFRowrFSfceOtZdiqRnhdF4YJIrGmEzxmPYNFTikykuXp87RmVFGKIikKaHRUv0+keJQqVnom84Q64n67S3Ev7x+ogPXS5mIE00FWS0KEo50hBZ/oxGTlGg+MwQTycytiEywxESbdAomhK9P0f+kU604F5XaTbXUvMziyMMJnEIZHGhAE66hBW0gMIYHeIJni1uP1ov1umrNWdnMMfyA9fYJoXONYg==</latexit>

(3)

<latexit sha1_base64="dF1psOc+Xj+QYEM/ahDlgLPAzww=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSbZtj0YvHirYW2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZuZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fdFSUSELbJOKR7PpYUc4EbWumOe3GkuLQ5/TOn1zO/bt7KhWLxK2extQL8UiwgBGsjXRTPjsdFEt2xXYbbr2ODFnAENe1q40acjKlBBlag+J7fxiRJKRCE46V6jl2rL0US80Ip7NCP1E0xmSCR7RnqMAhVV66OHWGTowyREEkTQmNFur3iRSHSk1D33SGWI/Vb28u/uX1Eh24XspEnGgqyHJRkHCkIzT/Gw2ZpETzqSGYSGZuRWSMJSbapFMwIXx9iv4nnWrFOa/Urqul5kUWRx6O4BjK4EADmnAFLWgDgRE8wBM8W9x6tF6s12VrzspmDuEHrLdPoviNYw==</latexit>

(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="WJ6QcTZlU6YUE3TVcPMBHdknwdc=">AAAB6nicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSbJtj0YvHivYD2lA22027dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3bH1ZubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4edVSUSELbJOKR7PlYUc4EbWumOe3FkuLQ57TrT68WfveeSsUicadnMfVCPBYsYARrI92WnfNhsWRXbLfh1uvIkCUMcV272qghJ1NKkKE1LL4PRhFJQio04VipvmPH2kux1IxwOi8MEkVjTKZ4TPuGChxS5aXLU+fozCgjFETSlNBoqX6fSHGo1Cz0TWeI9UT99hbiX14/0YHrpUzEiaaCrBYFCUc6Qou/0YhJSjSfGYKJZOZWRCZYYqJNOgUTwten6H/SqVaci0rtplpqXmZx5OEETqEMDjSgCdfQgjYQGMMDPMGzxa1H68V6XbXmrGzmGH7AevsEn+6NYQ==</latexit>

|�0�

<latexit sha1_base64="mROCnD+oyJGoVs4l5vYWOwybqTw=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16CbaCp5IURY9FLx4r2A9oQthsN+3SzSbsbsQS81e8eFDEq3/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IGFUKtv+Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeVjtyjgVmHRwzGLRD5AkjHLSUVQx0k8EQVHASC+Y3Mz83gMRksb8Xk0T4kVoxGlIMVJa8s1q/clNJPUzO3cF4iNG6r5Zsxv2HNYqcQpSgwJt3/xyhzFOI8IVZkjKgWMnysuQUBQzklfcVJIE4QkakYGmHEVEetn89tw61crQCmOhiytrrv6eyFAk5TQKdGeE1FguezPxP2+QqvDKyyhPUkU4XiwKU2ap2JoFYQ2pIFixqSYIC6pvtfAYCYSVjquiQ3CWX14l3WbDOW9c3DVrresijjIcwwmcgQOX0IJbaEMHMDzCM7zCm5EbL8a78bFoLRnFzBH8gfH5A6CflC0=</latexit>

|�1�

<latexit sha1_base64="zOKvEilUI3sh0508zc/RZCZI0K4=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16CbaCp5IURY9FLx4r2A9oQthsN+3SzSbsbsQS81e8eFDEq3/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IGFUKtv+Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeVjtyjgVmHRwzGLRD5AkjHLSUVQx0k8EQVHASC+Y3Mz83gMRksb8Xk0T4kVoxGlIMVJa8s1q/clNJPUzJ3cF4iNG6r5Zsxv2HNYqcQpSgwJt3/xyhzFOI8IVZkjKgWMnysuQUBQzklfcVJIE4QkakYGmHEVEetn89tw61crQCmOhiytrrv6eyFAk5TQKdGeE1FguezPxP2+QqvDKyyhPUkU4XiwKU2ap2JoFYQ2pIFixqSYIC6pvtfAYCYSVjquiQ3CWX14l3WbDOW9c3DVrresijjIcwwmcgQOX0IJbaEMHMDzCM7zCm5EbL8a78bFoLRnFzBH8gfH5A6IslC4=</latexit>

Figure 1

A spacetime diagram of the two classes of quantum circuits considered in this review, with either
(a) a brickwork structure of two-site unitary gates or (b) unitary gates interspersed with local
projective measurements. A pure-state trajectory corresponding to a particular sequence of
measurement outcomes is shown, though the inherently probabilistic nature of the measurement
outcomes could yield other trajectories, which are shown schematically in (b).

Finally, a projective measurement of a spin will disentangle the measured spin. Starting

from the entangled state |�i, a measurement of X1 will yield the outcomes X1 = ±1 with

the respective probabilities

p± = h�| P± |�i =
1
2
, P± ⌘

1±X1

2
, 6.

according to Born’s rule. After an observation of the outcome X1 = +1, the subsequent

wavefunction of the two-qubit system will be given by

|�+i ⌘
P+ |�i
p
p+

=
1
p
2
[|!!i+ |! i] = |!"i 7.

where Z |"i = |"i, so that the two qubits are now completely disentangled. Similarly, an

observation of the outcome X1 = �1 would have yielded the state |��i = | #i. As a

result, after the observation of any one outcome of the measurement, the two-qubit system

remains in a pure state in which the constituent qubits are disentangled from each other. In

contrast, the statistical mixture of pure states obtained by averaging over both measurement

outcomes with their Born probabilities,

⇢ =
1
2
|�+i h�+|+

1
2
|��i h��| 8.

— which could describe the density matrix of the two-qubit system after an appropriate

unitary interaction with an external bath — is in a mixed state with entropy �Tr⇢ log ⇢ =

ln 2, and the reduced state of each spin is maximally mixed due to the uncertainty in the

measurement outcomes.

2.3. Brickwork random unitary circuit

We now turn to unitary dynamics for a chain of L qubits. In the traditional many-body

setting, the starting point would be a Hamiltonian specifying evolution in continuous time.

Quantum circuits (used extensively in quantum information (39)) abstract away from this
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and instead specify evolution in discrete time t 2 Z. For each timestep there is a unitary

evolution operator Ut = U(t; t� 1), under which a pure state (in the 2L-dimensional many-

body Hilbert space) evolves as | ti = Ut | t�1i. Ut is taken to be a tensor product of local

unitary gates that act on pairs of spins, with the alternating structure shown in Fig. 1:

U(t; 0) = Ut . . . U2U1, 9.

U⌧ =

(
⌦x2odd bonds u⌧,x if ⌧ is odd,

⌦x2even bonds u⌧,x if ⌧ is even.
10.

We have labelled bonds of the lattice by integers x. We leave the boundary conditions

unspecified for now. Here u⌧,x is a local gate, acting on the 4 ⇥ 4 Hilbert space for a pair

of spins, which is applied (in timestep ⌧) to the two spins connected by bond x.

Fig. 1a can be thought of in several ways. First, it is a space-time diagram specifying

which local interactions are “switched on” during which timesteps. Second, it is also a tensor

network, specifying how to build the full many-body unitary U(t; 0) from four-legged tensors

u⌧,x by contracting spin indices on all of the bonds. This contraction means summing over "

and # on each bond (if we use, say, the Z basis). Performing this contraction, with the spin

indices at the top and bottom of the circuit fixed to {a1 . . . aL} and {b1 . . . bL} respectively,

yields the amplitude ha1 . . . aL|U(t; 0)|b1 . . . bLi to propagate between given initial and final

states. Physically, the index sums represent the sum over Feynman histories of the spin

chain, so, with appropriate boundary conditions at the initial and final time, a final way of

viewing the circuit is as a discrete real-time path integral.

The model generalizes immediately to the case where the local degrees of freedom are

“quqits” with local Hilbert space dimension q � 2, and the local gates lie in the unitary

group U(q2).

We start with minimally structured circuits, in which every local gate ux,⌧ is drawn

randomly and independently of all the others from the uniform distribution on the unitary

group U(q2). This uniform (Haar) distribution is defined by the invariance of all averages in-

volving the random unitary ux,⌧ under both left and right unitary rotations, ux,⌧ ! vux,⌧w,

for any choices of U(q2) matrices v and w. We will discuss these averages (87, 88) in Sec. 3.

Random circuits can be used to model many kinds of dynamical process, and in many

situations we will wish to impose more structure or symmetry than in the model above. (We

note that even the “minimal” brickwork circuit above posseses one basic structure, which is

spatial locality of the interactions — all-to-all-coupled circuits, in which spatial locality is

relaxed, are natural in quantum information and as toy models for black holes (22, 89, 90,

91), and we will also touch on them later in the monitored setting.) In Secs. 3.3.1, 3.3.2 we

will review the incorporation of global symmetries (92, 93) or time translation symmetry

(94, 95) into the random circuit. Alternative choices are also possible for the distribution of

unitaries or for the geometry of the circuit (in Sec. 3.1.2 we will consider the case where the

regular brickwork of Fig. 1 is replaced with a random spacetime structure). For the moment,

however, we view the dynamics in a given realization of the circuit — i.e. with particular

choices of the random gates u⌧,x — as an example of a “chaotic” quantum evolution, and

compare it with more conventional nonintegrable many-body systems.

The circuit has no conservation laws (not even energy conservation). But the usual lore

of local equilibration still applies. Under the evolution, an arbitrary initial state (pure or

mixed) eventually equilibrates locally to the Gibbs state (2). As there are no conserved

quantities here, this is simply the featureless infinite temperature state (96, 97, 98), whose
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entropy density seq = ln q is set by the local Hilbert space dimension. The reduced density

matrix of a subregion of a pure state obtains this entropy in the form of entanglement with

the rest of the system, as we review in Sec. 3.1.

There is no notion of a ground state or of elementary excitations above a ground state.

Indeed, since the circuit does not even have a discrete time-translation symmetry (except

“on average”), the eigenstates of U(t; 0) are time-dependent, and unlikely to be a useful

starting point for computing observables. This is quite di↵erent from standard many-

body systems (e.g. Fermi liquids) at asymptotically low temperature, when elementary

excitations become long-lived and provide a useful description of the dynamics. But the

random circuits in Eq. 9 (and more structured extensions of them) have proven to be useful

models for various phenomena in nonintegrable dynamics at higher temperature, when

the relevant timescales are much longer than the timescale for nonintegrable scattering of

quasiparticles (so that quasiparticles stop being a useful language). We discuss what we

can hope to study using these models in Sec. 2.5 and Sec. 3.

2.4. Measurements and trajectories

We now review some points about measurements that will reappear when we discuss mon-

itored circuits in Sec. 4.

Measurements a↵ect the state, and if the number of local measurements is extensive

in the spacetime volume, they fundamentally alter the dynamics (Sec. 4). The circuit is

a simple setting for studying how this happens, and for exploring how we should define

dynamical phases and dynamical universality classes in “monitored” many-body systems.

A basic concept is the quantum trajectory.

Imagine that an experimentalist makes a sequence of M � 1 local measurements, at

various locations and times, during the circuit evolution of a pure state | i. For concreteness

let these be projective measurements of individual spins in the �z basis. If spin i is measured,

the state undergoes the stochastic evolution

| i !

(
Pi" | i /

p
pi" with probability pi" = h |Pi"| i

Pi# | i /
p
pi# with probability pi# = h |Pi#| i

(Born’s rule), where Pim projects spin i onto Zi = m.

In a given “run” of this experiment, the experimentalist will obtain a random sequence

m = (m1, . . . ,mM ) of measurement outcomes, with m↵ =", #. Note that this stochasticity

should not be confused with the randomness in the unitaries. For example, we can imagine

that the sequence of unitaries {ux,t} has been fixed in advance, and the experiment is

repeated several times using the same unitaries. Distinct runs will still yield distinct m in

general.

A given measurement record m, and the associated evolving state | m(t)i, defines a

trajectory. Note that, so long as our imagined experimentalist keeps a record of the mea-

surement outcomes m, the measurement events do not introduce any classical uncertainty

about the state — it remains pure. This is unlike the interaction of an open system with a

bath, where information loss to the bath forces us to work with a mixed state. (But there

are formal connections between the two settings (99, 100, 101) that we discuss in Sec. 4.1.1.)

Another basic point is that the repeated measurements do not simply read out a pre-

existing unitary dynamics: they yield a new dynamics, which is a kind of random walk

through Hilbert space. If our system was only a single spin, this would be a trajectory on
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the Bloch sphere, with measurements causing “quantum jumps” (99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104)

to the North or South pole (Sec. 2.2). In the many-body case the problem is richer, because

having local degrees of freedom means that not all points in Hilbert space are equivalent:

states can be distinguished by their entanglement structure and their complexity. A lo-

cal measurement disentangles spin i from all of the others. This e↵ect competes with the

spreading of correlations by the unitaries, leading to a phase transition that we review in

Sec. 4 (52, 53, 58).

We will focus on the case where the measurements occur at a finite rate per degree of

freedom. A simple choice is to let each spin be measured with probability p in a given

timestep, i.e. to scatter measurement events through spacetime with probability p. This

gives us a tuning parameter p for the strength of monitoring.

Let us formalize the monitored evolution over a time interval [0, t] as a circuit. Without

measurements, we would have a unitary circuit U = U(t; 0). With measurements, we

can define a nonunitary circuit, Km, for any given sequence of outcomes m. This circuit

is obtained from U by introducing projection operators, on bonds of the tensor network,

at the spacetime locations of the measurements. Repeatedly applying Born’s rule shows

that the probability of a trajectory m is pm = h (0)|K†
mKm | (0)i, and the final state is

| m(t)i = Km | (0)i /
p
pm. It is also enlightening to study the evolution of mixed states

(61): the outcome sequence m has probability pm = TrKm⇢(0)K
†
m, and gives the final

state ⇢m(t) = Km⇢(0)K
†
m/pm.

This measurement process may appear abstract. But it is a step into a rich landscape of

“monitored” many-body quantum systems, with a wide range of di↵erent phases and phase

transitions that are beginning to be explored (52, 105, 59, 60, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 57, 74,

75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81). The model also reveals a phase transition in the computational

complexity, for a classical computer, of simulating various kinds of open or monitored quan-

tum dynamics. Finally it may be a toy model for certain process in quantum information

processing or encoding (106, 56, 107, 108, 61, 109). We discuss these topics further in Sec. 4.

2.5. What can we hope to do with these models?

One use of the 1+1D circuits without measurements is as tractable models for nonequilib-

rium dynamics, thermalization, and entanglement generation in local many-body systems

(110, 111, 112, 16, 49, 50, 113). All-to-all random circuits (in which there is no notion

of distance and any qubit can interact with any other) have also been used as models for

scrambling in black holes (22, 89, 90, 91). In these contexts, randomness is a tool to promote

solvability. Studying a specific nonintegrable model is hard. But in the random circuit it

is often possible to obtain exact results for averages over the ensemble (or for typical in-

stances). This is in the general spirit of other uses of randomness such as random matrix

theory (114) (or even coding theory (115), or more recent models like the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev

model (116, 117)).

Even in the absence of conservation laws (so that there are no hydrodynamic “slow

modes”) there is long-timescale dynamics associated with the spreading of quantum infor-

mation that can be studied using the minimal random circuits above. Having a solvable

model may allow us to identify coarse-grained structures that govern a broader universality

class of systems. We will describe examples of emergent structures in the following sec-

tions. The solvable setting also gives hints as to how to do quantitative computations in

more realistic models.
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If the additional symmetry of time-translation invariance is added to the circuits (94,

118), then traditional diagnostics of quantum chaos, using the eigenvalue spectrum of the

time-evolution operator, may be studied (Sec. 3.3.2). Conservation laws can be added, in

order to explore the emergence of hydrodynamics (92, 93). The circuit architecture also

allows structures that are not available with a fixed Hamiltonian: one can for example

impose a duality between the space and time directions (119) (Sec. 3.3.3), or restrict the

set of allowed unitary gates so that the dynamics is classically simulable (120) (Sec. 3.3.4).

The circuits are a natural setting for adding further ingredients to the dynamics, po-

tentially influenced by ideas from quantum computing or NISQ devices. There is a lot

of space to explore between traditional models of many-body systems (which are left to

evolve with a fixed Hamiltonian) and the highly structured evolutions, with unitaries and

measurements, relevant to quantum information. Random circuits are also important in

quantum information as ingredients of proofs or algorithms (121), and for benchmarking

(non-random) quantum circuits (122, 123). Since sampling the output of a su�ciently

deep, random quantum circuit is believed to be prohibitively di�cult for a classical com-

puter (124), an ensemble of random circuits has recently been implemented experimentally

in an attempt to demonstrate “quantum supremacy” (125), leading to further interest in

the complexity-theoretic aspects of random circuit dynamics (124, 122, 126).

2.6. Quantum-classical mappings

A theme of the following will be mappings between real-time quantum dynamics and e↵ec-

tive classical statistical mechanics models. In simple limits (e.g. large local Hilbert space

dimension q) some observables reduce to “classical” geometrical properties of the circuit

(related for example to its “min-cut” structure or its lightcone structure, as we discuss in

later sections) and these limits already give some insight. But it is possible to relate the

discrete path integral defined by the circuit U = U(t; 0) to e↵ective “classical” ensembles

much more generally.

More precisely, most physical observables are expressed as “multi-sheet” path integrals

(19, 127, 128), or rather multi-layer circuits (an example is shown in Fig. 3). Even simple

expectation values such as hO(t)i = h (0)|U(t, 0)†OU(t, 0) | (0)i involve the circuit and its

complex conjugate: these can be represented with a doubled circuit in which U and U⇤

form two stacked layers. Entropies are nonlinear in the density matrix, and require larger

numbers of layers. A key feature of the random circuits is that these multi-layer circuits

simplify — only a drastically reduced set of spacetime configurations survive averaging,

and in simple cases the resulting configuration sum can be mapped to an e↵ective classical

partition function.

We will touch on two structures. First, for small numbers of layers circuit averages

can be mapped to classical Markov processes (110, 129, 111, 130, 112, 131, 49, 50, 92),

describing the incoherent (dephased) evolution of quantum operators (Sec. 3.2, Sec. 3.3.1).

Second, for a general number of layers, it is possible to make a mapping to an e↵ective

“classical” lattice magnet, for degrees of freedom labelling pairings between layers of the

circuit (Secs. 3.1.3, 4.1.2). A key role is played by domain walls in these e↵ective magnets

(49, 132, 113, 133, 134, 54, 55, 95, 94, 135, 136). In 1+1D these domain walls are paths,

and many basic calculations of entropies and correlators reduce to simple random walk

problems. We will also touch on how to generalize these ideas beyond random circuits.
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3. Unitary circuit dynamics

In this Section we focus on local unitary dynamics, starting with the minimally structured

case before moving on to circuits with additional symmetries or invariance properties: hy-

drodynamic modes (Sec. 3.3.1), time-translation symmetry (Sec. 3.3.2), space-time rotation

symmetry (Sec. 3.3.3), or classical simulability (Sec. 3.3.3).

A useful way to quantify correlations in the minimally-structured models of Sec. 2.3 is

with entanglement entropies of spatial regions (and mutual informations between them),

because these information-theoretic quantities can be formulated without reference to any

structure except locality. We start with the entanglement, which is useful to understand the

spreading of quantum information on large lengthscales, before discussing more conventional

local correlation functions (Sec. 3.2). At the same time, we introduce some of the key

structures underlying the analytical tractability of the circuits.

A basic point is that locality of the gates imposes a bound on the speed at which any

information can spread (137). The geometry of the circuit immediately implies an upper

bound of unity for this speed, but the characteristic “butterfly velocity” vB (138, 139)

for spreading of operators is typically below this geometric bound (Sec. 3.2). Similarly

the structure of the circuit imposes a bound on entanglement growth that is discussed in

Sec. 3.1.2.

3.1. The entanglement membrane and the pairing order parameter

Unitary evolution generically transforms weakly entangled pure states, which are atypical

in Hilbert space (140, 141, 142), into volume-law states (18, 11, 21, 16, 143, 144). This

entangling process underlies pure state thermalization, and sets limits on the power of MPS

and MPO simulation algorithms (86).

The entangling process is also a simple setting for introducing a basic structure under-

lying various calculations in random circuits, random Floquet circuits, and the monitored

circuits discussed later in this paper, which involves an order parameter for “pairing” be-

tween Feynman trajectories in a path integral for multiple forward and backward paths

(49, 51, 95, 54, 55). We discuss this in Sec. 3.1.3.

We start by sketching the continuum picture for entanglement production that arises

from the lattice calculations (which we discuss subsequently). Random circuits led to a

coarse-grained description in which a cost is assigned to surfaces in spacetime (144, 16).

This theory has a broader application to chaotic systems (145, 95, 51), including holographic

field theories where remarkably explicit computations are possible (145, 146). It is also

possible to discuss the entanglement of operators, as opposed to states, but we stick here

to the example of entanglement generation in a state.

3.1.1. Membrane picture. Consider the growth of von Neumann entanglement entropy

SA(t) for a spatial region A in an infinite d-dimensional system, after quenching from a

product state. Let us take A to have a finite boundary area (however in 1D A could be

semi-infinite). For generic local dynamics, entanglement is initially (i.e. on timescales small

compared to the size of the region, though large compared to microscopic timescales) gen-

erated at a rate proportional to the area of the boundary of A (19, 11, 21, 129). If A is

finite, then at asymptotically late times thermalization of the reduced density matrix ⇢A
requires SA(t) to saturate to the thermal entropy SA(1) = seqVA (where VA is the volume

of A).
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In the membrane picture (and at leading order when length and timescales are large)

SA is given by minimizing an e↵ective “free energy”, or entanglement cost, for a membrane.

This membrane is a d-dimensional surface within the d+ 1-dimensional spacetime slab

t0 2 [0, t]. At the final time (“top”) surface t0 = t, this membrane is anchored to the

boundary @A between region A and its complement Ā, and the membrane separates these

two regions of the top surface, in the sense that any path from one to the other that passes

through the bulk of the spacetime, must intersect the membrane. At least for small enough

t, the membrane spans the full time interval [0, t], so has an e↵ective free energy that grows

with t. As a result, the entanglement SA grows linearly with t and at a rate proportional

to |@A|, reflecting the generation of correlations over a ballistically growing lengthscale

(18, 11, 21). If A is finite, then at some time, proportional to the linear size of A, there is a

discontinuous transition to an optimal membrane configuration that closes o↵ in the bulk,

whose cost equals the late-time entropy SA(1) = seqVA.

The key quantity that we need to know to perform this minimization is a model-

dependent “membrane tension” E(v). This tension depends on the local slope of the mem-

brane with respect to the time axis, which can be parameterized with a velocity v. E(v)

is highly constrained by causality and unitarity (note for example that we must reproduce

the correct late-time entropy.)

The simplest case is the entanglement Sy(t) of a semi-infinite region (�1, y] in an

infinite 1D chain. The membrane is then a trajectory xt0 with xt = y and x0 free. For a

class of initial states,

Sy(t) = seq min

✓Z t

0

dt0E(ẋ) + Sx0(0)

◆
, 11.

where the minimization is over trajectories, and seq is the equilibrium entropy density (ln q

in the random circuit). This may also be written

@tSy = seq � (@ySy) , 12.

where the entanglement production rate � is a Legendre transform of E .2

For a parity-symmetric system E(v) is a convex function with its minimum at v = 0, so

for a product state quench the optimal path is straight (ẋ = 0). By definition E(0) = vE
gives the entanglement growth rate in this setting: Sy(t) = seqvEt. The line tension E(v)

also contains information about the operator spreading velocity vB discussed in Sec. 3.2,

though this is in general distinct from vE : we may argue via causality that E(vB) = vB and

E
0(vB) = 1 (144).

3.1.2. Minimal cut. The simplest version of the membrane appears in the limit q !1,

where it can be related to the idea of a “minimal cut”. The minimal cut is a way of

bounding entanglement in any tensor network (150, 151, 152, 153, 154). We temporarily

exchange the brickwork circuit of Sec. 2.3 for one with a random spacetime structure: gates

2We have assumed the dynamics to be homogeneous after coarse-graining as in the circuits
discussed in Sec. 2.3 and below. Otherwise, E and � may have explicit dependence on space or
time: an example is a system with spatial “weak links” (147). In general E will also depend on any
hydrodynamic densities that are present and on a thermodynamic entropy current if conservation
laws allow one (146, 148, 149).
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<latexit sha1_base64="laE1bVu5a0PAw3yC+7trIWSm7VQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4gfrHr00ggmnsgu0eiR6MUjJoIksCHd0oWGtrtpuya44Zd48aAxXv0p3vw3FtiDgpM0mcy8lzedMOFMG8/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3n7ZPThs6zhVhLZIzGPVCbGmnEnaMsxw2kkUxSLk9CEc38z8h0eqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZW6rvlak9gM1IiM0zQabXvVryaNwdaJX5OKpCj2Xe/eoOYpIJKQzjWuut7iQkyrAwjnE5LvVTTBJMxHtKupRILqoNsHnyKTq0yQFGs7JMGzdXfGxkWWk9EaCdnKfWyNxP/87qpia6CjMkkNVSSxaEo5cjEaNYCGjBFieETSzBRzGZFZIQVJsZ2VbIl+MtfXiXtes0/r13c1SuN67yOIhzDCZyBD5fQgFtoQgsIpPAMr/DmPDkvzrvzsRgtOPnOEfyB8/kDrSeTGw==</latexit> ti
m

e

<latexit sha1_base64="laE1bVu5a0PAw3yC+7trIWSm7VQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4gfrHr00ggmnsgu0eiR6MUjJoIksCHd0oWGtrtpuya44Zd48aAxXv0p3vw3FtiDgpM0mcy8lzedMOFMG8/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3n7ZPThs6zhVhLZIzGPVCbGmnEnaMsxw2kkUxSLk9CEc38z8h0eqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZW6rvlak9gM1IiM0zQabXvVryaNwdaJX5OKpCj2Xe/eoOYpIJKQzjWuut7iQkyrAwjnE5LvVTTBJMxHtKupRILqoNsHnyKTq0yQFGs7JMGzdXfGxkWWk9EaCdnKfWyNxP/87qpia6CjMkkNVSSxaEo5cjEaNYCGjBFieETSzBRzGZFZIQVJsZ2VbIl+MtfXiXtes0/r13c1SuN67yOIhzDCZyBD5fQgFtoQgsIpPAMr/DmPDkvzrvzsRgtOPnOEfyB8/kDrSeTGw==</latexit>

(i)

<latexit sha1_base64="FaZniOwaL6IjjUVaz7NoylO6Zho=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9a4+fVfrni1J058Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5sfO8VnVhngMFa2pMFz9fdERiKtJ1FgOyNiRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGibpYlGYCmxiPPscD7hi1IiJJYQqbm/FdEQUocbmU7IhuMsvr5LHRt29qF/eNyrNmzyOIpzAKdTAhStowh20wAMKHJ7hFd6QRC/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfP08WjbQ=</latexit>

(ii)

<latexit sha1_base64="NFPDTSCxvdK9bB/cvPcKYJrqz2c=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbZCvZTdouix6MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLS0TRWiTSC5VJ8CaciZo0zDDaSdWFEcBp+1gfDvz209UaSbFg5nE1I/wULCQEWys1CpXGDsv94slt+rOgVaJl5ESZGj0i1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR+7RSdWWWAQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSyNxP/87qJCa/9lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5JWrepdVC/va6X6TRZHHk7gFCrgwRXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AFLyOJw==</latexit>

(i)

<latexit sha1_base64="FaZniOwaL6IjjUVaz7NoylO6Zho=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9a4+fVfrni1J058Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5sfO8VnVhngMFa2pMFz9fdERiKtJ1FgOyNiRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGibpYlGYCmxiPPscD7hi1IiJJYQqbm/FdEQUocbmU7IhuMsvr5LHRt29qF/eNyrNmzyOIpzAKdTAhStowh20wAMKHJ7hFd6QRC/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfP08WjbQ=</latexit>

(ii)

<latexit sha1_base64="NFPDTSCxvdK9bB/cvPcKYJrqz2c=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbZCvZTdouix6MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLS0TRWiTSC5VJ8CaciZo0zDDaSdWFEcBp+1gfDvz209UaSbFg5nE1I/wULCQEWys1CpXGDsv94slt+rOgVaJl5ESZGj0i1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR+7RSdWWWAQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSyNxP/87qJCa/9lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5JWrepdVC/va6X6TRZHHk7gFCrgwRXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AFLyOJw==</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="d/ypw9BEpGRHmMT0SelOsaguuuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5CUSnusevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btuAWn0w8Hhvhpl5fsyZ0o7zaeXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFRW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Hrudx6oVCwS93oaUy/EI8ECRrA20l35sjwolhy77tZrtQpybGeBb+JmpAQZmoPiR38YkSSkQhOOleq5Tqy9FEvNCKezQj9RNMZkgke0Z6jAIVVeujh1hs6MMkRBJE0JjRbqz4kUh0pNQ990hliP1ao3F//zeokO6l7KRJxoKshyUZBwpCM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qRTMCG4qy//Je2K7Vbti9tKqXGVxZGHEziFc3ChBg24gSa0gMAIHuEZXixuPVmv1tuyNWdlM8fwC9b7F31JjUg=</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="ObCSU90yZwY58F3wg7S0ucQcO8Y=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBlvBVUnqe1fqxmVF+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMRCihn+DGhSJu/SJ3/o3TNkIVPXDhcM693HuPH3OmtON8Wrml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3t1rqiiRhDZIxCPZ9rGinAna0Exz2o4lxaHPacsfXU/91gOVikXiXo9j6oV4IFjACNZGuivVSj276JSdGdACOa+cXLkucjOlCBnqPfuj249IElKhCcdKdVwn1l6KpWaE00mhmygaYzLCA9oxVOCQKi+dnTpBR0bpoyCSpoRGM3VxIsWhUuPQN50h1kP125uKf3mdRAeXXspEnGgqyHxRkHCkIzT9G/WZpETzsSGYSGZuRWSIJSbapFMwIXx/iv4nzUrZPS2f3VaK1VoWRx4O4BCOwYULqMIN1KEBBAbwCM/wYnHryXq13uatOSub2YcfsN6/AGz4jT4=</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="d/ypw9BEpGRHmMT0SelOsaguuuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5CUSnusevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btuAWn0w8Hhvhpl5fsyZ0o7zaeXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFRW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Hrudx6oVCwS93oaUy/EI8ECRrA20l35sjwolhy77tZrtQpybGeBb+JmpAQZmoPiR38YkSSkQhOOleq5Tqy9FEvNCKezQj9RNMZkgke0Z6jAIVVeujh1hs6MMkRBJE0JjRbqz4kUh0pNQ990hliP1ao3F//zeokO6l7KRJxoKshyUZBwpCM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qRTMCG4qy//Je2K7Vbti9tKqXGVxZGHEziFc3ChBg24gSa0gMAIHuEZXixuPVmv1tuyNWdlM8fwC9b7F31JjUg=</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="d/ypw9BEpGRHmMT0SelOsaguuuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5CUSnusevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btuAWn0w8Hhvhpl5fsyZ0o7zaeXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFRW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Hrudx6oVCwS93oaUy/EI8ECRrA20l35sjwolhy77tZrtQpybGeBb+JmpAQZmoPiR38YkSSkQhOOleq5Tqy9FEvNCKezQj9RNMZkgke0Z6jAIVVeujh1hs6MMkRBJE0JjRbqz4kUh0pNQ990hliP1ao3F//zeokO6l7KRJxoKshyUZBwpCM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qRTMCG4qy//Je2K7Vbti9tKqXGVxZGHEziFc3ChBg24gSa0gMAIHuEZXixuPVmv1tuyNWdlM8fwC9b7F31JjUg=</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="ObCSU90yZwY58F3wg7S0ucQcO8Y=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBlvBVUnqe1fqxmVF+4A2lMl00g6dTMLMRCihn+DGhSJu/SJ3/o3TNkIVPXDhcM693HuPH3OmtON8Wrml5ZXVtfx6YWNza3vH3t1rqiiRhDZIxCPZ9rGinAna0Exz2o4lxaHPacsfXU/91gOVikXiXo9j6oV4IFjACNZGuivVSj276JSdGdACOa+cXLkucjOlCBnqPfuj249IElKhCcdKdVwn1l6KpWaE00mhmygaYzLCA9oxVOCQKi+dnTpBR0bpoyCSpoRGM3VxIsWhUuPQN50h1kP125uKf3mdRAeXXspEnGgqyHxRkHCkIzT9G/WZpETzsSGYSGZuRWSIJSbapFMwIXx/iv4nzUrZPS2f3VaK1VoWRx4O4BCOwYULqMIN1KEBBAbwCM/wYnHryXq13uatOSub2YcfsN6/AGz4jT4=</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="d/ypw9BEpGRHmMT0SelOsaguuuQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCp5CUSnusevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btuAWn0w8Hhvhpl5fsyZ0o7zaeXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFRW0WJJLRFIh7Jro8V5UzQlmaa024sKQ59Tjv+5Hrudx6oVCwS93oaUy/EI8ECRrA20l35sjwolhy77tZrtQpybGeBb+JmpAQZmoPiR38YkSSkQhOOleq5Tqy9FEvNCKezQj9RNMZkgke0Z6jAIVVeujh1hs6MMkRBJE0JjRbqz4kUh0pNQ990hliP1ao3F//zeokO6l7KRJxoKshyUZBwpCM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qRTMCG4qy//Je2K7Vbti9tKqXGVxZGHEziFc3ChBg24gSa0gMAIHuEZXixuPVmv1tuyNWdlM8fwC9b7F31JjUg=</latexit>

(a)

<latexit sha1_base64="X9Xqmi0MCgBZ5QOq4QnIchiM2Bo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9aI+fVfrni1J058Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5sfO8VnVhngMFa2pMFz9fdERiKtJ1FgOyNiRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGibpYlGYCmxiPPscD7hi1IiJJYQqbm/FdEQUocbmU7IhuMsvr5LHRt29qF/eNyrNmzyOIpzAKdTAhStowh20wAMKHJ7hFd6QRC/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfP0Lmjaw=</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="chmRlyEvtcEacI3ZnL900L4MjJ8=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9aC86r/XLFqTtz4FXi5qQCOVr98ldvENM0YtJQQbTuuk5i/Iwow6lg01Iv1SwhdEyGrGupJBHTfjY/dorPrDLAYaxsSYPn6u+JjERaT6LAdkbEjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNUzSxaIwFdjEePY5HnDFqBETSwhV3N6K6YgoQo3Np2RDcJdfXiWPjbp7Ub+8b1SaN3kcRTiBU6iBC1fQhDtogQcUODzDK7whiV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwBEbI2t</latexit>

ti
m

e

<latexit sha1_base64="laE1bVu5a0PAw3yC+7trIWSm7VQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4gfrHr00ggmnsgu0eiR6MUjJoIksCHd0oWGtrtpuya44Zd48aAxXv0p3vw3FtiDgpM0mcy8lzedMOFMG8/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3n7ZPThs6zhVhLZIzGPVCbGmnEnaMsxw2kkUxSLk9CEc38z8h0eqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZW6rvlak9gM1IiM0zQabXvVryaNwdaJX5OKpCj2Xe/eoOYpIJKQzjWuut7iQkyrAwjnE5LvVTTBJMxHtKupRILqoNsHnyKTq0yQFGs7JMGzdXfGxkWWk9EaCdnKfWyNxP/87qpia6CjMkkNVSSxaEo5cjEaNYCGjBFieETSzBRzGZFZIQVJsZ2VbIl+MtfXiXtes0/r13c1SuN67yOIhzDCZyBD5fQgFtoQgsIpPAMr/DmPDkvzrvzsRgtOPnOEfyB8/kDrSeTGw==</latexit>

(i)

<latexit sha1_base64="FaZniOwaL6IjjUVaz7NoylO6Zho=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9a4+fVfrni1J058Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5sfO8VnVhngMFa2pMFz9fdERiKtJ1FgOyNiRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGibpYlGYCmxiPPscD7hi1IiJJYQqbm/FdEQUocbmU7IhuMsvr5LHRt29qF/eNyrNmzyOIpzAKdTAhStowh20wAMKHJ7hFd6QRC/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfP08WjbQ=</latexit>

(ii)

<latexit sha1_base64="NFPDTSCxvdK9bB/cvPcKYJrqz2c=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbZCvZTdouix6MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLS0TRWiTSC5VJ8CaciZo0zDDaSdWFEcBp+1gfDvz209UaSbFg5nE1I/wULCQEWys1CpXGDsv94slt+rOgVaJl5ESZGj0i1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR+7RSdWWWAQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSyNxP/87qJCa/9lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5JWrepdVC/va6X6TRZHHk7gFCrgwRXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AFLyOJw==</latexit>

(i)

<latexit sha1_base64="FaZniOwaL6IjjUVaz7NoylO6Zho=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9a4+fVfrni1J058Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5sfO8VnVhngMFa2pMFz9fdERiKtJ1FgOyNiRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGibpYlGYCmxiPPscD7hi1IiJJYQqbm/FdEQUocbmU7IhuMsvr5LHRt29qF/eNyrNmzyOIpzAKdTAhStowh20wAMKHJ7hFd6QRC/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfP08WjbQ=</latexit>

(ii)

<latexit sha1_base64="NFPDTSCxvdK9bB/cvPcKYJrqz2c=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbZCvZTdouix6MVjBfsB7VKyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLS0TRWiTSC5VJ8CaciZo0zDDaSdWFEcBp+1gfDvz209UaSbFg5nE1I/wULCQEWys1CpXGDsv94slt+rOgVaJl5ESZGj0i1+9gSRJRIUhHGvd9dzY+ClWhhFOp4VeommMyRgPaddSgSOq/XR+7RSdWWWAQqlsCYPm6u+JFEdaT6LAdkbYjPSyNxP/87qJCa/9lIk4MVSQxaIw4chINHsdDZiixPCJJZgoZm9FZIQVJsYGVLAheMsvr5JWrepdVC/va6X6TRZHHk7gFCrgwRXU4Q4a0AQCj/AMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AFLyOJw==</latexit>

O(|A|�)

<latexit sha1_base64="tseII8PTDHCnIPM0XLxksfvn504=">AAAB+nicdVDLTgIxFO3gC/EFunTTCCa4IR0EB3aoG3diIo8ERtIpBRo6j7QdDQ58ihsXGuPWL3Hn31geJmr0JDc5Oefe3HuPE3AmFUIfRmxpeWV1Lb6e2Njc2t5Jpnbr0g8FoTXic180HSwpZx6tKaY4bQaCYtfhtOEMz6d+45YKyXzvWo0Caru477EeI1hpqZNMZS6zcHw6vona91ThyVGmk0yjHCqaxbIFUe7YKudRSROETqwCgqYmU6TBAtVO8r3d9UnoUk8RjqVsmShQdoSFYoTTSaIdShpgMsR92tLUwy6VdjQ7fQIPtdKFPV/o8hScqd8nIuxKOXId3eliNZC/van4l9cKVa9kR8wLQkU9Ml/UCzlUPpzmALtMUKL4SBNMBNO3QjLAAhOl00roEL4+hf+Tej5nFnLFq3y6craIIw72wQHIAhNYoAIuQBXUAAF34AE8gWdjbDwaL8brvDVmLGb2wA8Yb58f35NL</latexit>

O(t�)

<latexit sha1_base64="xrtxffF2oETjZprimVcWTGu+qhg=">AAAB+HicdVDJTgJBEO1xRVxAPXrpCCZ4IT0IAjeiF29iIksCSHqaBjr0LOmuMYEJX+LFg8Z49VO8+Tc2i4kafUklL+9VpaqeE0ihgZAPa2V1bX1jM7YV397Z3Usk9w/q2g8V4zXmS181Haq5FB6vgQDJm4Hi1HUkbzijy5nfuOdKC9+7hXHAOy4deKIvGAUjdZOJ9HUGw13UnnCg09N0N5kiWVKwC+UiJtmzYjlHSoYQcl7ME2wbMkMKLVHtJt/bPZ+FLveASap1yyYBdCKqQDDJp/F2qHlA2YgOeMtQj7pcd6L54VN8YpQe7vvKlAd4rn6fiKir9dh1TKdLYah/ezPxL68VQr/UiYQXhMA9tljUDyUGH89SwD2hOAM5NoQyJcytmA2pogxMVnETwten+H9Sz2XtfLZwk0tVLpZxxNAROkYZZKMiqqArVEU1xFCIHtATerYm1qP1Yr0uWles5cwh+gHr7ROgjJJy</latexit>

O(t�)
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Figure 2

Minimal cuts for (a) unitary dynamics with geometric randomness in the applied quantum gates
and (b) monitored dynamics, with randomly-applied single-site projective measurements, which
are discussed in Sec. 4. In (b), the locations of the projective measurements are indicated by
bonds with an “x”, which do not contribute to the cost of a minimal cut. In both kinds of
dynamics, (i) shows the minimal cut corresponding to the growing entanglement of a subsystem,
while (ii) shows the cut corresponding to the saturated entanglement of a finite sub-region. In the
unitary case, the minimal cut may be taken to be strictly “causal” in the sense defined in Sec.
3.1.2. The transverse wandering of the minimal cut relative to its fixed endpoint(s) is governed by
the wandering exponent ⇣ = 2/3 of the directed polymer in a random environment (DPRE), as
indicated in the relevant panels, which is connected with universal fluctuations of the
entanglement growth (see Sec. 3.1.2) as well as universal sub-leading corrections to the
entanglement entropy in the volume-law phase of the monitored dynamics (see Sec. 4.1.2).

are applied to bonds at random times, in a Poisson fashion, at rate 1 per bond: the reason

for this is mentioned below. A cartoon of the resulting circuit is shown in Fig. 2a.

When q ! 1, the entanglement Sy/seq is given exactly by the cost of a minimal

directed cut through this random network (16) — see Fig. 2a. This cut is the solution to a

nontrivial random optimization problem, so its exact cost depends on the circuit realization.

Nevertheless it has a well-defined deterministic line tension at large scales, telling us how

many bonds we need to cut, per unit time, in order to bisect the circuit at a given angle.

This is E(v) = 1

2
(1 + v2) for |v|  1, and E(v) = 1 for |v| � 1. The operator spreading

speed may be argued to be vB = 1 at large q [this is related to the average growth rate of

the “lightcone” that is appears in Fig. 2a(ii)] so the constraints above are satisfied. The

entanglement production rate � in Eq. 12 is �(s) = 1

2
(1� (s/seq)

2), so that @tS is largest

if @xS is zero.

E(v) sets the leading, deterministic growth of Sy(t) at large t. This picture also reveals

subleading structure arising from randomness in the circuit. At the moment this random-

ness is the geometrical randomness in the circuit, but we will see below that randomness in

the unitaries has a similar e↵ect, even in the geometrically regular brickwork circuit, when

q is finite.

Finding the optimal cut is a version of the “directed polymer in a random medium”

problem, with nontrivial critical exponents (155, 156). In the quench from the product

state, Sy(t) has the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) scaling Sy(t) = seq
⇣
vEt+ bt1/3�y,t

⌘
. The

exponent 1/3 is of the subleading term is universal. �y,t is a random variable, of order

1 size, that depends on the realization (157, 158, 159). These fluctuations may also be

understood in the language of Eq. 12, which, after including subleading terms, including
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noise, and expanding � to quadratic order, becomes the KPZ stochastic equation for the

entropy profile Sy(t).

The minimal cut also describes the saturation of the entanglement entropy of a finite

region at late times. In (1+1)-dimensions, the entanglement of a region of finite width `

(in an infinite system) will grow until a time t? = `/2vE , at which point the entanglement

of the region will have reached its maximum value S`(t > t?) = seq`. At times t < t?, the

minimal cut for S`(t) will consist of two curves, one for each endpoint of the region, which

are “vertical” (oriented in the time direction). At times t > t?, the minimal cut consists of

a single curve connecting the two endpoints of the region which intersects ` bonds of the

circuit. This curve is not unique, but it can be chosen to be oriented along the lightcone of

the quantum circuit as in Fig. 2a. In the formalism of Sec. 3.1.3, the analogous membrane

has a definite coarse-grained V shape, made up of two segments that travel at speed ±vB .

The minimal cut is an exact description of the entanglement entropy only when q =1.

However, many aspects of the phenomenology survive at finite q. Next we discuss a more

generic approach to deriving the membrane.

3.1.3. The pairing order parameter. The Rényi entropies are examples of observables that

can be expressed in terms of “multi-layer” circuits, built by stacking copies of U(t) and

U(t)⇤ and attaching appropriate boundary conditions to the initial and final-time bonds:

the nth Rényi entropy involves n copies each of U(t) and U(t)⇤, as discussed below for the

example of S2. Formally, such a stack describes unitary evolution going on in parallel in

several copies of the spin chain. This evolution may be formulated in terms of Feynman

trajectories for each copy (the sum over trajectories is equivalent to the contraction of

the tensor network, see Sec. 2.3). A key quantity in this setting is an “order parameter”

labelling pairing between Feynman trajectories (49, 50, 113, 95, 51, 135). Heuristically,

phase cancelation is avoided if the trajectory for each “forward” [i.e. U(t)] layer is locally

similar to that for a paired “backward” [i.e. U(t)⇤] layer, and there are several ways to

choose the pattern of pairing. This intuition can be made precise in the brickwork circuit

of Sec. 2.3.

The Rényi entropies are nonlinear functions of the density matrix: e.g. the second Rényi

entropy S2A is given by (Sec. 2.1):

exp(�S2A(t)) = TrA ⇢A(t)
2, with ⇢A(t) = TrB ⇢(t). 13.

Again, consider a quench from a product state. As a tensor network, the evolving state | it
is expressed using a single copy of the circuit (with product states attached to the bonds at

the bottom, and the bonds at the top being the wavefunction’s spin indices). The density

matrix ⇢(t) = | it h |t involves the bra and the ket, so can be represented as a two-layer

circuit, where the “bra” layer is complex conjugated. The quantity Tr ⇢A(t)
2, known as the

purity of region A, is thus a four-layer circuit, with two “backward” (complex conjugated)

and two “forward” layers. As a result of the traces in (13), these layers are sewn together

at the final time boundary in the manner shown in Fig. 3. This is a discrete version of

a path integral with two backward and two forward trajectories. Let us label the forward

layers 1 and 2 and the backward layers 1̄ and 2̄.

This structure describes time evolution going on in parallel in four “universes”, one for

each copy of the circuit. Correspondingly, there is now in total a q4-dimensional Hilbert

space associated with each spatial position, and each physical gate yields a replicated gate

u⌦ u⇤
⌦ u⌦ u⇤ in the multi-layer circuit, where u⇤ is complex-conjugated in the computa-

16 Fisher Khemani Nahum Vijay
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Figure 3

Performing an average over the Haar measure, for each local unitary gate in the brickwork
quantum circuit, transforms Tr⇢A(t)2 into the partition function of a type of two-dimensional
classical Ising model, with a single Ising spin for each two-site quantum gate.

tional basis. However if we consider the average over random unitaries, Tr ⇢A(t)2, there is

a remarkable simplification. The average can be performed separately for each local gate u,

since these are independently random. (In the following we will be schematic, see (49, 133)

for more careful exposition of the e↵ective lattice model.)

For simplicity, consider a single-site rather than a two-site gate (this does not change

the basic point). The Haar average of u⌦ u⇤
⌦ u⌦ u⇤ is a projection operator onto the

subspace of the q4-dimensional Hilbert space that is invariant under u⌦ u⇤
⌦ u⌦ u⇤ for

every u (160). This is spanned by only two states, denoted ||+ii and ||�ii. Schematically,

u⌦ u⇤ ⌦ u⌦ u⇤ = P+ + P� =
X

�=±
P�. 14.

This decomposition involves non-orthogonal projectors onto ||+ii and ||�ii.

The states ||+ii and ||�ii have a simple physical interpretation. Formally, they are

obtained by pairing up the four layers in one of two possible ways illustrated below, and

forming a maximally entangled state for each pair:

+ : 11̄22̄, � : 11̄22̄. 15.

In the language of Feynman trajectories, paired trajectories survive the average because

they contribute equal and opposite phases to the path integral.

(As an aside, the states in Eq. 16 generalize the even simpler version for just two copies

which we denote ||1ii:

1 : 11̄. 16.

In components, 1ab = �ab. The invariance (u⌦ u⇤) ||1ii = ||1ii is easily checked to be a

restatement of the unitarity of u.)

Eq. 14 means that we can trade the unitary average for a sum over an Ising-like degree of

freedom � = ±. Doing this for every gate in the brickwork circuit of Fig. 3 maps TrA ⇢A(t)
2
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to the partition function of a 2D classical Ising-like model, with one Ising spin for each

physical gate. The “Boltzmann weight” of this Ising model, for a given � configuration, is

obtained by contracting a tensor network made up of two-site projection operators, which

yields local interactions for the � spins. These interactions are anisotropic, and encode

hard constraints on the spin configuration that ensure observables are consistent with the

underlying unitarity of the dynamics.

Generalizations of these pairing of degrees of freedom are important for random unitary

circuits (49, 113), random tensor networks (132, 134), random Floquet circuits (95), and

monitored circuits (54, 55, 57, 81), and can even be defined in non-random circuits (51).

Here, unitarity imposes structure that radically simplifies the resulting Ising model. In

outline, e�S2A becomes a partition function for Ising configurations with a single directed

domain wall, as illustrated in Fig. 3. This domain wall is reminiscent of the minimal cut

discussed above, but in addition to an “energy” it has a nontrivial “entropy” associated

with “thermal” fluctuations in the e↵ective model. If q !1 then the “energy” term

dominates, and this reproduces the minimal cut result. For q <1 both “energy” and

“entropy” contribute to a coarse-grained line tension E(v) which can be easily computed.3

The averaged purity is only a starting point. First, in the random circuit, we would

really like to compute S2A rather than e�S2A , because the exponential average can be

dominated by rare realizations. Second, we would like to use the structure above as a guide

to calculations in more general models, perhaps without randomness.

In the random case, S2A can be obtained by extending the above calculation using the

replica trick (113) which also plays an important role in random tensor networks (134). Here

we give another viewpoint (51), which also extends to circuits without any randomness.

Consider a particular circuit instance — e.g. a particular realization of the random

unitaries. Then, for a given gate u in the circuit, we may write the tautology

u⌦ u⇤
⌦ u⌦ u⇤ = P+ + P� +Ru

?. 17.

Comparing to (14), Ru
? is a “remainder” left over when u⌦ u⇤

⌦ u⌦ u⇤ is projected to

the non-paired subspace. Using this representation for every gate, e�S2A is formally equal

to the partition function of a generalized Ising model where the spins take values +,�,?.

(The spin configurations are again constrained as a result of the underlying unitarity.)

The weights of configuration with only + and � are the same as before, but local clusters

of ? spins have a nontrivial weight that depends on the local unitaries. At first sight this

looks complicated, but a simple picture is recovered after coarse-graining. We still have

a domain wall between + and �, but it is dressed on microscopic scales by insertions of

? along its length. This is particularly simple at large but finite q, when ? spins can be

shown to be very dilute. They can be explicitly integrated out, giving a renormalization

(of order q�2) of the local domain wall cost.

This renormalization has two e↵ects. First, it slightly renormalizes the membrane ten-

sion E(v): this reflects the di↵erence between averaging S2 and averaging its exponential.

3Note that in the brickwork circuit the shape of the minimal cut is highly degenerate. This is
why we instead used the randomly structured circuit to discuss the q = 1 limit. The degeneracy in
the brickwork circuit corresponds to E(v) becoming a trivial v-independent constant (for |v| < 1) in
the limit q ! 1. However once q is finite, E(v) is nontrivial, so the degeneracy is resolved for the
coarse-grained entanglement membrane. Dual unitary circuits are a class of systems where E(v) is
flat even at finite q (161, 51).
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Second, it means that the local cost of the domain wall varies from place to place in the

random circuit because Ru
? in Eq. 17 depends on the local random gate. This amounts to

a random local potential for the polymer. While the microscopic picture is rather di↵erent

from the minimal-cut-in-a-random-environment in Sec. 3.1.2, we obtain the same universal

physics at large lengthscales: S2A maps to the free energy of a directed polymer in a random

medium, with its characteristic exponents.4

We may also consider the case where the circuit is translationally invariant. Eq. 17

allows a nonrandom system to be treated by a kind of “perturbation theory” around the

random circuit result, taking into account successively larger clusters of ? (51). This is a

way to derive the membrane beyond the random circuit context.

The pairing structure in Eqs. 14, 16 generalizes to arbitrary number of layers, and can

be used to discuss the entanglement entropies with integer Rényi index n > 1 (or higher

moments of the purity, as required for the replica trick) and many other quantities.

In the general case with N layers each of U(t) and U(t)⇤, the “spin” � labelling di↵erent

patterns of pairing becomes an element of the permutation group, � 2 SN (132, 134, 113).

The e↵ective statistical mechanics problem has a symmetry that is in general (134, 113, 51,

162)

GN ⌘ (SN ⇥ SN )o Z2, 18.

where the two copies of SN (acting as � ! gF�g
�1

B for gF 2 SN , gB 2 SN ) arise from

symmetry under permutations of the forward and backward layers respectively, and the Z2

generator is associated with exchange of forward with backward layers and acts as � ! ��1.

Domain walls have an interesting combinatorial structure for N > 2: each domain wall

is labelled by a permutation group element, and domain walls can split and recombine in

accordance with the rules for composing permutations (113, 134, 95, 81).5 We will return

to these domain walls in Sec. 4.1.2.

Let us comment on the special case of the von Neumann entropy. In the approach

sketched around Eq. 17, the entanglement membrane has a clear meaning — as a domain

wall in a well-defined degree of freedom � — for the Rényi entropies Sn with n > 1. The

von Neumann entropy S1 is more subtle, and in the current approach must be treated

via an analytic continuation (e.g. of Sn for n > 1). Since this continuation is di�cult,

and since S1 has a special status among the Rényi entropies,6 it would be desirable to

have a more direct construction of the entanglement membrane for S1. Apart from the

limit of infinite q mentioned above, direct calculations of the von Neumann entropy have

so far been possible only for circuits with special structure such as dual unitarity (161)

(Sec. 3.3.3) or Cli↵ord (16, 50) (Sec. 3.3.4). Exact computations of the von Neumann

entropy are possible in a completely di↵erent kind of “large N” limit, using holography

4The minimal cut problem is a “zero temperature” problem involving only energy minimization,
while the domain wall above is e↵ectively at finite “temperature”. However temperature is an
irrelevant perturbation for the DPRM, so this di↵erence does not change the basic exponents.

5 The N -dependent domain wall structure means that distinct Rényi entropies have distinct line
tensions En(v) in general. At late times, it also explains the Page subleading correction to SnA in
the case where A contains half the total number L of qubits, SnA = seq(L/2)� (n� 1)�1 lnCn,
where Cn is the nth Catalan number: in the domain wall picture, lnCn is an entropic factor from
counting the number of energetically equivalent domain wall configurations.

6For example, the higher Rényi entropies can fail to be the most natural measures for entan-
glement in some settings, such as many models with conservation laws (163), where Sn>1 grows
parametrically slower than S1.
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Figure 4

The typical support of an initially local operator grows ballistically under Heisenberg evolution by
a minimally-structured unitary quantum circuit, while the width of this growing front broadens
di↵usively in (1+1)-dimensions, as shown in (a). Atypical operator Feynman trajectories
contribute to time-ordered correlations of local observables. Two di↵erent classes of atypical
trajectories, shown in (b) and (c), can provide dominant contributions to the mean-squared
correlator.

and the HRT prescription for entanglement, in terms of a surface in a higher-dimensional

Anti-de Sitter space (26, 164, 143, 21). In the appropriate scaling limit these results are

consistent with the membrane picture above (145, 146).

3.2. Spreading and decay of correlations

The evolution of local observables also exhibits universal structure, for example in the decay

of correlations and in the process of “scrambling”, where information that is initially stored

locally becomes delocalized (165, 166, 167). Circuits give an intuitive picture for these

processes in terms of Feynman trajectories of operators O(t).

For an L-site spin-(1/2) system evolved by the quantum circuit U(t) = UtUt�1 · · ·U1,

define the evolution of a local Pauli operator O(r, 0) as O(r, t) = U(t)O(r, 0)U(t)† — for

convenience we use the reverse of the usual Heisenberg picture convention here. Scrambling

requires the increase in complexity and spatial extent of O(r, t) with time: if, say, infor-

mation is initially stored in the eigenvalue � of the local operator, O(r, 0) | i = � | i, then

at later times this information is stored via the evolved operator, O(r, t) | (t)i = � | (t)i,

which has become delocalized in its support.

This operator may be expanded as a superposition of “strings” S, each of which is a

product of Pauli matrices at distinct lattice sites, so that (23, 12)

O(r, t) =
X

S

aS(t)S. 19.

The string operators satisfy Tr(SS 0) = �SS0 (the trace Tr is normalized so Tr 1 = 1) and

the Pauli operator O obeys Tr[O(r, t)2] = 1. Therefore, the coe�cients satisfy

X

S

aS(t)
2 = 1, 20.
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so that aS(t) may be viewed as the amplitudes for an evolving, quantum-mechanical “op-

erator wavefunction” in a 4L-dimensional Hilbert space (each site can be 1 — i.e. not part

of the string — or X, Y or Z) (49, 50).

The evolution O(r, t+ 1) = Ut+1O(r, t)U†
t+1

is a linear, unitary evolution

of this operator wavefunction, aS(t+ 1) =
P

S0 WSS0(t)aS0(t), with the matrix

WS0S(t) ⌘ Tr(Ut+1 S U†
t+1

S
0). This operator dynamics simplifies for the circuit com-

posed of Haar-random unitary gates ux,t (Sec. 2.3). In that case, taking the Haar average

over the gates ux,t gives

WRR0(t) WSS0(t) = �R,S �R0,S0 TSS0(t). 21.

The transfer matrix TSS0(t) defines a Markov process on the space of basis operators, with

local updates of the strings and string probabilities a2

S (110, 129, 111, 130, 49, 50):

aS(t+ 1)2 =
X

S0

TSS0(t)aS0(t)2. 22.

For the initially local operator, this process can be mapped to a classical cluster growth

process with an e↵ective stochastic dynamics for the boundaries of the operator (49, 50).

The initial string is supported on one site, e.g. O(r, 0) = Zr. This site forms the seed for a

cluster of Pauli operators that grows with time (in order to exploit the entropy of the cluster

in the classical model). The boundaries undergo their own e↵ective stochastic dynamics,

which in 1+1D is just biased di↵usion.

In (1+1)-dimensions, the two boundaries of the cluster move outwards ballistically with

butterfly velocities, ±vB ; in the limit that the on-site Hilbert space dimension q !1, vB
approaches the maximum (lightcone) speed v = 1 of the quantum circuit, while vB < 1

when q is finite (e.g. for spin-(1/2) degrees of freedom). The growth of an initially lo-

cal operator can be measured with the “out-of-time-order” correlation (OTOC) function

�
1

2
Tr([O(r, t),O(0, 0)]2) which saturates to 1 for |r| . vBt and is exponentially small for

|r|� vBt� 1. The OTOC has been used to diagnose the scrambling of locally-accessible

quantum information (165, 166, 167), and its growth in time provides signatures of key

properties of quantum many-body systems, including their chaotic (128, 168, 169, 170),

disordered (171, 147, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176), or integrable (177, 178, 179, 180) nature.

OTOCs have been addressed in a range of experiments (181, 182, 183, 184, 105).

In (1+1)-dimensions, the Markov process on strings simplifies substantially, giving rise

to a Markov process for the left and right endpoints of an operator string, which perform

biased random walks. Their stochastic fluctuations set the scale on which the plateau in

the OTOC is rounded, so that the “edge” of the operator broadens di↵usively as t1/2 in

(1+1)-dimensions. In (d + 1) dimensions with d > 1, operator growth is governed by a

Markov process for a d-dimensional cluster. In the simplest case, the stochastic growth of

the edge of this cluster is in the universality class of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang equation for

a (d� 1)-dimensional interface, which grows ballistically and broadens in time as t� where

� = 1/3 in d = 2 spatial dimensions (156).

In (1+1) dimensions, “typical” operator trajectories look like Fig. 4a. By contrast, time-

ordered correlators such as G(r, t) ⌘ Tr[O(r, t)O(0, 0)] are determined by atypical operator

trajectories, and look quite di↵erent (185): instead of growing ballistically, the string is

small at the final time Fig. 4b and c. The non-vanishing average G(r, t)2 defines a sum over

spacetime paths taken by the endpoints, which start at the origin and end at position r at

time t. The atypical trajectories of the endpoints which are required by these boundary
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conditions give rise to exponential relaxation, G(vt, t)2 ⇠ exp(�r(v)t), as expected for a

model without slow modes. Physically, this demonstrates that local degrees of freedom are

decohered on an order-1 timescale by the other degrees of freedom, which act as a bath.

However, there is nontrivial structure in the decay rate r(v) (185). In the 1+1D Haar

circuit, the dominant contribution to the correlation function changes from trajectories of

the endpoints which are (i) bound together when v > vB to (ii) unbound when v < vB .

This “unbinding” phase transition may be detected in a non-analyticity of the decay rate

r(v) as a function of velocity.

The fact that correlators are dominated by operator trajectories that are more spatially

compact than the support of operator is generic. It can also be observed in dual unitary cir-

cuits (186), and it implies that numerical evaluation of such correlators using the Heisenberg

picture is more e�cient than ballistic operator growth would suggest (187, 188).

3.3. Structured unitary circuits

The preceding sections illustrate how minimally structured random circuits help to uncover

universal properties of quantum dynamics that follow from unitarity and locality alone.

However, many physically relevant models (such as time-independent Hamiltonians) have

additional structures that must enter a universal description of the dynamics, for instance

hydrodynamic modes associated with conserved densities. We now discuss examples of more

structured quantum circuits that nevertheless retain analytic tractability.

3.3.1. Circuits with continuous symmetries. Random circuits can be enriched with contin-

uous global symmetries, for instance they can be constrained to obey a U(1) conservation

law for total charge. Refs. (92, 93) studied such a model and obtained an emergent classical

description of slow di↵usive modes associated with the conserved densities. These slow

modes lead to power-law hydrodynamic late-time tails in both time-ordered and out-of-

time-ordered correlators. In addition, (92) described the interplay between the slow modes

and the other (fast) degrees of freedom to furnish an explicit microscopic derivation of how

(reversible) unitary dynamics can give rise to di↵usive (dissipative) hydrodynamics. This

addresses a long-standing question in quantum statistical mechanics, namely of reconciling

hydrodynamics — which is a dissipative classical theory for a few coarse-grained degrees of

freedom — with linear, unitary quantum time evolution on an exponentially large Hilbert

space.

Quantum circuits, by definition, are discrete-time evolutions and hence cannot conserve

energy which requires continuous time translation symmetry. Instead, the system can be

made to conserve a total charge, for instance total Sz
tot =

P
i Zi. Each gate conserves Sz

locally, so has a block-diagonal structure, with each block (acting within a particular charge

sector) being an independent Haar-random unitary. The conservation law induces non-

linearities in the equations for the weights a2

S (the analog of 22.) but analytical tractability

is retained in a type of large-q limit, in which each site hosts both the qubit whose z

component is conserved and an unconstrained large-q degree of freedom (92).

A local charge density operator at the origin, Z0(t) =
P

S aS(t)S, can again be expanded

in a basis of Pauli operators. In addition to the normalization constraint 20. on the 4L

weights aS(t)
2, the conservation of Sz

tot requires normalization of the L amplitudes of the
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<latexit sha1_base64="DeVbg9DO5dUgli3H5f5ggl57oTc=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCeChJUfRY9OKxgv2ANJbNdtMu3WzC7kYsIT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlLbtb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2ipKJKEtEvFIdn2sKGeCtjTTnHZjSXHoc9rxxzdTv/NIpWKRuNeTmHohHgoWMIK1kdxq0k+fsof0LKv2yxW7Zs+AlomTkwrkaPbLX71BRJKQCk04Vsp17Fh7KZaaEU6zUi9RNMZkjIfUNVTgkCovnZ2coROjDFAQSVNCo5n6eyLFoVKT0DedIdYjtehNxf88N9HBlZcyESeaCjJfFCQc6QhN/0cDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNimVTAjO4svLpF2vOee1i7t6pXGdx1GEIziGU3DgEhpwC01oAYEInuEV3ixtvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD9sBkPo=</latexit>

u�
x

<latexit sha1_base64="DeVbg9DO5dUgli3H5f5ggl57oTc=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCeChJUfRY9OKxgv2ANJbNdtMu3WzC7kYsIT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlLbtb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2ipKJKEtEvFIdn2sKGeCtjTTnHZjSXHoc9rxxzdTv/NIpWKRuNeTmHohHgoWMIK1kdxq0k+fsof0LKv2yxW7Zs+AlomTkwrkaPbLX71BRJKQCk04Vsp17Fh7KZaaEU6zUi9RNMZkjIfUNVTgkCovnZ2coROjDFAQSVNCo5n6eyLFoVKT0DedIdYjtehNxf88N9HBlZcyESeaCjJfFCQc6QhN/0cDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNimVTAjO4svLpF2vOee1i7t6pXGdx1GEIziGU3DgEhpwC01oAYEInuEV3ixtvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD9sBkPo=</latexit>

u�
x

<latexit sha1_base64="DeVbg9DO5dUgli3H5f5ggl57oTc=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LLaCeChJUfRY9OKxgv2ANJbNdtMu3WzC7kYsIT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlLbtb6uwsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zulfcP2ipKJKEtEvFIdn2sKGeCtjTTnHZjSXHoc9rxxzdTv/NIpWKRuNeTmHohHgoWMIK1kdxq0k+fsof0LKv2yxW7Zs+AlomTkwrkaPbLX71BRJKQCk04Vsp17Fh7KZaaEU6zUi9RNMZkjIfUNVTgkCovnZ2coROjDFAQSVNCo5n6eyLFoVKT0DedIdYjtehNxf88N9HBlZcyESeaCjJfFCQc6QhN/0cDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNimVTAjO4svLpF2vOee1i7t6pXGdx1GEIziGU3DgEhpwC01oAYEInuEV3ixtvVjv1se8tWDlM4fwB9bnD9sBkPo=</latexit>

ux

<latexit sha1_base64="FGUQTGd9azXlwFruhVNpTyUUbmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4IrtEo0eiF4+YyCOBDZkdGpgwO7uZmTWSDR/hxYPGePV7vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBZcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqaNEMWywSESqHVCNgktsGG4EtmOFNAwEtoLx7cxvPaLSPJIPZhKjH9Kh5APOqLFSq5z00qdpuVcsuRV3DrJKvIyUIEO9V/zq9iOWhCgNE1TrjufGxk+pMpwJnBa6icaYsjEdYsdSSUPUfjo/d0rOrNIng0jZkobM1d8TKQ21noSB7QypGellbyb+53USM7j2Uy7jxKBki0WDRBATkdnvpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbUMGG4C2/vEqa1Yp3Ubm8r5ZqN1kceTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwYwGMMzvMKbEzsvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kD866PUg==</latexit>

ux

<latexit sha1_base64="FGUQTGd9azXlwFruhVNpTyUUbmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4IrtEo0eiF4+YyCOBDZkdGpgwO7uZmTWSDR/hxYPGePV7vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBZcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqaNEMWywSESqHVCNgktsGG4EtmOFNAwEtoLx7cxvPaLSPJIPZhKjH9Kh5APOqLFSq5z00qdpuVcsuRV3DrJKvIyUIEO9V/zq9iOWhCgNE1TrjufGxk+pMpwJnBa6icaYsjEdYsdSSUPUfjo/d0rOrNIng0jZkobM1d8TKQ21noSB7QypGellbyb+53USM7j2Uy7jxKBki0WDRBATkdnvpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbUMGG4C2/vEqa1Yp3Ubm8r5ZqN1kceTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwYwGMMzvMKbEzsvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kD866PUg==</latexit>

ux

<latexit sha1_base64="FGUQTGd9azXlwFruhVNpTyUUbmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4IrtEo0eiF4+YyCOBDZkdGpgwO7uZmTWSDR/hxYPGePV7vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBZcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqaNEMWywSESqHVCNgktsGG4EtmOFNAwEtoLx7cxvPaLSPJIPZhKjH9Kh5APOqLFSq5z00qdpuVcsuRV3DrJKvIyUIEO9V/zq9iOWhCgNE1TrjufGxk+pMpwJnBa6icaYsjEdYsdSSUPUfjo/d0rOrNIng0jZkobM1d8TKQ21noSB7QypGellbyb+53USM7j2Uy7jxKBki0WDRBATkdnvpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbUMGG4C2/vEqa1Yp3Ubm8r5ZqN1kceTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwYwGMMzvMKbEzsvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kD866PUg==</latexit>

...

<latexit sha1_base64="ZY0173IPU3kfrt91QTzK5WihA2s=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLI5h4IrtEo0eiF4+YCJLAhnS7XWjotms7S0I2/AkvHjTGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Adf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobVSqKWtRJZTuBMQwwSVrAQfBOolmJA4EewxGtzP/ccy04Uo+wCRhfkwGkkecErBSp9obhwpMtV+uuDV3DrxKvJxUUI5mv/zVCxVNYyaBCmJM13MT8DOigVPBpqVealhC6IgMWNdSSWJm/Gx+7xSfWSXEkdK2JOC5+nsiI7ExkziwnTGBoVn2ZuJ/XjeF6NrPuExSYJIuFkWpwKDw7Hkccs0oiIklhGpub8V0SDShYCMq2RC85ZdXSbte8y5ql/f1SuMmj6OITtApOkceukINdIeaqIUoEugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtEfOJ8/h/yPpA==</latexit>

...

<latexit sha1_base64="ZY0173IPU3kfrt91QTzK5WihA2s=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLI5h4IrtEo0eiF4+YCJLAhnS7XWjotms7S0I2/AkvHjTGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Adf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobVSqKWtRJZTuBMQwwSVrAQfBOolmJA4EewxGtzP/ccy04Uo+wCRhfkwGkkecErBSp9obhwpMtV+uuDV3DrxKvJxUUI5mv/zVCxVNYyaBCmJM13MT8DOigVPBpqVealhC6IgMWNdSSWJm/Gx+7xSfWSXEkdK2JOC5+nsiI7ExkziwnTGBoVn2ZuJ/XjeF6NrPuExSYJIuFkWpwKDw7Hkccs0oiIklhGpub8V0SDShYCMq2RC85ZdXSbte8y5ql/f1SuMmj6OITtApOkceukINdIeaqIUoEugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtEfOJ8/h/yPpA==</latexit>

...

<latexit sha1_base64="ZY0173IPU3kfrt91QTzK5WihA2s=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLI5h4IrtEo0eiF4+YCJLAhnS7XWjotms7S0I2/AkvHjTGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Adf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobVSqKWtRJZTuBMQwwSVrAQfBOolmJA4EewxGtzP/ccy04Uo+wCRhfkwGkkecErBSp9obhwpMtV+uuDV3DrxKvJxUUI5mv/zVCxVNYyaBCmJM13MT8DOigVPBpqVealhC6IgMWNdSSWJm/Gx+7xSfWSXEkdK2JOC5+nsiI7ExkziwnTGBoVn2ZuJ/XjeF6NrPuExSYJIuFkWpwKDw7Hkccs0oiIklhGpub8V0SDShYCMq2RC85ZdXSbte8y5ql/f1SuMmj6OITtApOkceukINdIeaqIUoEugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtEfOJ8/h/yPpA==</latexit>

...

<latexit sha1_base64="ZY0173IPU3kfrt91QTzK5WihA2s=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLI5h4IrtEo0eiF4+YCJLAhnS7XWjotms7S0I2/AkvHjTGq3/Hm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSK4Adf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCobVSqKWtRJZTuBMQwwSVrAQfBOolmJA4EewxGtzP/ccy04Uo+wCRhfkwGkkecErBSp9obhwpMtV+uuDV3DrxKvJxUUI5mv/zVCxVNYyaBCmJM13MT8DOigVPBpqVealhC6IgMWNdSSWJm/Gx+7xSfWSXEkdK2JOC5+nsiI7ExkziwnTGBoVn2ZuJ/XjeF6NrPuExSYJIuFkWpwKDw7Hkccs0oiIklhGpub8V0SDShYCMq2RC85ZdXSbte8y5ql/f1SuMmj6OITtApOkceukINdIeaqIUoEugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtEfOJ8/h/yPpA==</latexit>

ti
m

e

<latexit sha1_base64="laE1bVu5a0PAw3yC+7trIWSm7VQ=">AAAB+HicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4gfrHr00ggmnsgu0eiR6MUjJoIksCHd0oWGtrtpuya44Zd48aAxXv0p3vw3FtiDgpM0mcy8lzedMOFMG8/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3n7ZPThs6zhVhLZIzGPVCbGmnEnaMsxw2kkUxSLk9CEc38z8h0eqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZW6rvlak9gM1IiM0zQabXvVryaNwdaJX5OKpCj2Xe/eoOYpIJKQzjWuut7iQkyrAwjnE5LvVTTBJMxHtKupRILqoNsHnyKTq0yQFGs7JMGzdXfGxkWWk9EaCdnKfWyNxP/87qpia6CjMkkNVSSxaEo5cjEaNYCGjBFieETSzBRzGZFZIQVJsZ2VbIl+MtfXiXtes0/r13c1SuN67yOIhzDCZyBD5fQgFtoQgsIpPAMr/DmPDkvzrvzsRgtOPnOEfyB8/kDrSeTGw==</latexit>

W

<latexit sha1_base64="i2b9FFZkJ8pS3LYLXlr2qi/xSok=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4IrtEo0eiF48Y5ZHAhswOvTBhdnYzM2tCCJ/gxYPGePWLvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJaPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fjpodwq94olt+LOQVaJl5ESZKj3il/dfszSCKVhgmrd8dzE+BOqDGcCp4VuqjGhbEQH2LFU0gi1P5mfOiVnVumTMFa2pCFz9ffEhEZaj6PAdkbUDPWyNxP/8zqpCa/9CZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY36XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcamU7AheMsvr5JmteJdVC7vq6XaTRZHHk7gFM7BgyuowR3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8AbcWNPQ==</latexit>

{

<latexit sha1_base64="sPiJt2HyH7yM66/xRSL7V4mR3jk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CbaCp7JbKnosevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9C7zu09UaRbJRzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyqTpIq8Nyxa25C6B14uWkAjlaw/LXYBSRRFBpCMda9z03Nn6KlWGE03lpkGgaYzLFY9q3VGJBtZ8ubp2jC6uMUBgpW9Kghfp7IsVC65kIbKfAZqJXvUz8z+snJrzxUybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8mG4K2+vE469ZrXqF091CvN2zyOIpzBOVyCB9fQhHtoQRsITOAZXuHNEc6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AVbyNxw==</latexit>

ux

<latexit sha1_base64="FGUQTGd9azXlwFruhVNpTyUUbmE=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4IrtEo0eiF4+YyCOBDZkdGpgwO7uZmTWSDR/hxYPGePV7vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBZcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqaNEMWywSESqHVCNgktsGG4EtmOFNAwEtoLx7cxvPaLSPJIPZhKjH9Kh5APOqLFSq5z00qdpuVcsuRV3DrJKvIyUIEO9V/zq9iOWhCgNE1TrjufGxk+pMpwJnBa6icaYsjEdYsdSSUPUfjo/d0rOrNIng0jZkobM1d8TKQ21noSB7QypGellbyb+53USM7j2Uy7jxKBki0WDRBATkdnvpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbUMGG4C2/vEqa1Yp3Ubm8r5ZqN1kceTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwYwGMMzvMKbEzsvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kD866PUg==</latexit>

�
�

t

<latexit sha1_base64="k0bhQPSVzZuHkIcWwnjL74NEtu4=">AAAB9XicbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDPXrpCCaeyAxxWG5ELx4xkSVhRtLTNNChZ7G7RkMm/IcXDxrj1X/x5t/YwBwUfUklL+9VpaqeFwmuwDS/jMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqzCWlLVoKELZ9YhiggesBRwE60aSEd8TrONNruZ+54FJxcPgFqYRc30yCviQUwJauis6ivuOupeQwKzYzxfMUtUu160KNksV267VbU3MBbCVkgJK0eznP51BSGOfBUAFUapnmRG4CZHAqWCznBMrFhE6ISPW0zQgPlNusrh6hs+0MsDDUOoKAC/UnxMJ8ZWa+p7u9AmM1ao3F//zejEMa27CgygGFtDlomEsMIR4HgEecMkoiKkmhEqub8V0TCShoIPK6RCs1Zf/kna5ZF2U7JtyoXGZxpFFJ+gUnSMLVVEDXaMmaiGKJHpCL+jVeDSejTfjfdmaMdKZY/QLxsc37ZqSzw==</latexit>

(a)

<latexit sha1_base64="X9Xqmi0MCgBZ5QOq4QnIchiM2Bo=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9aI+fVfrni1J058Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5sfO8VnVhngMFa2pMFz9fdERiKtJ1FgOyNiRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGibpYlGYCmxiPPscD7hi1IiJJYQqbm/FdEQUocbmU7IhuMsvr5LHRt29qF/eNyrNmzyOIpzAKdTAhStowh20wAMKHJ7hFd6QRC/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfP0Lmjaw=</latexit>

(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="chmRlyEvtcEacI3ZnL900L4MjJ8=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5jghewSjR6JXjxi4goJbEi3dKGh2920XROy4Td48aAxXv1B3vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxLBtXGcb1RYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHjzpOFWUejUWsOgHRTHDJPMONYJ1EMRIFgrWD8e3Mbz8xpXksH8wkYX5EhpKHnBJjJa9aC86r/XLFqTtz4FXi5qQCOVr98ldvENM0YtJQQbTuuk5i/Iwow6lg01Iv1SwhdEyGrGupJBHTfjY/dorPrDLAYaxsSYPn6u+JjERaT6LAdkbEjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNUzSxaIwFdjEePY5HnDFqBETSwhV3N6K6YgoQo3Np2RDcJdfXiWPjbp7Ub+8b1SaN3kcRTiBU6iBC1fQhDtogQcUODzDK7whiV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwBEbI2t</latexit>

W t � (W �)t

<latexit sha1_base64="6y8zi8WD0Ooht0BvqXzXw/EDCis=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVaoLspMUXRZdOOygn1Ap5ZMmrahmcmQ3BGGYf7Djb/ixoUirgQX/o2ZtgutHgicnHNvbu7xQsE12PaXlVtaXlldy68XNja3tneKu3stLSNFWZNKIVXHI5oJHrAmcBCsEypGfE+wtje5yvz2PVOay+AW4pD1fDIK+JBTAkbqF2tld8B1KEisIRbMlaY4eytp3yWQuhK4zzSumNtJepxJablfLNlVewr8lzhzUkJzNPrFD3cgaeSzAKggWncdO4ReQhRwKlhacCPNQkInZMS6hgbEjOwl091SfGSUAR5KZU4AeKr+7EiIr3Xse6bSJzDWi14m/ud1Ixhe9BIehBGwgM4GDSOBQeIsKDzgilEQsSGEKm7+iumYKELBxFkwITiLK/8lrVrVOa2e3dRK9ct5HHl0gA5RBTnoHNXRNWqgJqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1PivNWfOeffQL1uc3eHSiSA==</latexit>

Z0

<latexit sha1_base64="L/xLs1VzWrtwutA2HAvSHZyTzEg=">AAAB7nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIph4IrtEo0eiF4+YyCPChswODUyYnd3MzJqQDR/hxYPGePV7vPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBZcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqaNEMWywSESqHVCNgktsGG4EtmOFNAwEtoLx7cxvPaHSPJIPZhKjH9Kh5APOqLFSq/zYS91puVcsuRV3DrJKvIyUIEO9V/zq9iOWhCgNE1TrjufGxk+pMpwJnBa6icaYsjEdYsdSSUPUfjo/d0rOrNIng0jZkobM1d8TKQ21noSB7QypGellbyb+53USM7j2Uy7jxKBki0WDRBATkdnvpM8VMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbUMGG4C2/vEqa1Yp3Ubm8r5ZqN1kceTiBUzgHD66gBndQhwYwGMMzvMKbEzsvzrvzsWjNOdnMMfyB8/kDXIuO7w==</latexit>

Figure 5

The spreading of the local charge density Z0(t) by a quantum circuit which conserves
S
z
tot

⌘
P

i Zi is shown schematically in (a). As described in Sec. 3.3.1, the region of support of
this operator grows ballistically, while retaining a weight on a di↵usive lump of conserved charges
near the origin. A Floquet circuit composed of Haar-random unitary gates is shown in (b).
Averaging over this ensemble in the calculation of the spectral form factor leads to a pairing
degree of freedom for each unitary gate in a Floquet period, which simplifies in the limit of large
local Hilbert space dimension q ! 1, as described in Sec. 3.3.2. One of the possible pairings in
this limit is indicated by the dashed lines in (b).

local conserved densities, Zi, in the operator expansion of Z0(t):
X

i

aZi(t) = 1 23.

which follows from Tr[Z0(t)S
z
tot] =

P
i aZi(t) = Tr[Z0S

z
tot] = 1. After Haar-averaging, the

e↵ect of a gate acting on sites x, x+ 1 is to spread charge uniformly between these sites:7

aZx(t+ 1) = aZx+1(t+ 1) =
aZx(t) + aZx+1(t)

2
, 24.

Upon coarse-graining, Eq. (24.) becomes a di↵usion equation for the conserved quantity

aZi , with di↵usion constant D = 1/2. This implies that the relaxation of the conserved

density is di↵usive, as expected:

Tr[Z0(t)Zx] = aZx(t) =
1
p
2⇡t

e�
x2

2t .

The total operator weight
P

S a2

S = wc + wnc may be decomposed into a part wc sup-

ported on the U(1) conserved densities Zx, and a part wnc supported on more general

strings, with wc + wnc = 1. While the sum of conserved amplitudes is constant, the weight

wc on the densities decreases as a power law: wc(t) = 1

2
p
⇡t
. This is due to local conversion

of conserved to non-conserved operators, at a rate proportional to the square of the local

conserved current. The emitted nonconserved parts then grow at the butterfly speed, as

before. This process can be described via coupled hydrodynamic equations (92).

The spreading operator has a characteristic shape that can be detected with the OTOC.

The front remains ballistic, but the slow conversion of conserved to nonconserved operators

7Note that the amplitudes of conserved densities survive Haar averaging in a U(1) symmetric
system, while only the weights survive averaging in a Haar random circuit with no symmetries.
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leads to a di↵using lump of local conserved charges near the origin, as shown schematically

in Fig. 5a, and also to power-law tails behind the front: these are due to “lagging fronts”

of nonconserved operators that are emitted at later times during the operator’s evolution.

Physically, the emission of long strings allows physical observers see a decay of correla-

tions and an increase in observable entropy even though, by unitarity, the von Neumann en-

tropy of the full system remains unchanged. This is really a decay of correlations detectable

with simple operators, due to the “hiding” of correlations in highly nonlocal operators.

The case of U(1) symmetric di↵usive circuits has been generalized to more exotic vari-

ants. For instance, higher dimensional circuits with “subsystem symmetries” acting on

lower-dimensional submanifolds can lead to anomalous subdi↵usive dynamics (189). A sep-

arate line of work studied “fractonic” circuits which conserve both a U(1) charge, Q =
P

x qx
and its dipole moment, P =

P
x xqx (190, 191, 192, 193). This was found to lead to a novel

form of ergodicity breaking via the “shattering” of Hilbert space into exponentially many

dynamically decoupled sectors, with no dynamical path even between states with the same

charge and dipole quantum numbers (192, 193) — a surprising result in light of the con-

ventional belief that ergodicity breaking requires extensively many conservation laws, as in

integrable systems.

Before leaving this section, we comment briefly on implications of results derived for

noisy (random in time) quantum circuits for deterministic dynamics. The broad features

discussed here, for instance regarding the behavior of OTOCs and entanglement in systems

with and without conservation laws, have numerically been verified to also hold more gener-

ally for deterministic dynamics generated by thermalizing time-independent Hamiltonians

or time-periodic Floquet circuits. (A caveat is that in the presence of conservation laws, the

higher Rényi entropies can be anomalously a↵ected by rare events in which the local charge

is highly depleted, so that they grow and spread more slowly than the von Neumann entropy

(148, 194, 195, 196, 197).) One heuristic picture is that thermalizing systems can act as

their own bath and generate a noisy environment for subsystems (198). Alternately, as dis-

cussed in Sec. 3.1.3, the e↵ective degrees of freedom that can be identified microscopically

in the random circuit also emerge after coarse-graining in more general models.

3.3.2. Floquet Circuits. An important class of structured circuits possesses discrete time-

translation symmetry. If in the brickwork circuit (Sec. 2.3) the first two layers of gates are

repeated periodically, then U(2t; 0) = W t where the evolution operator for one period is

W = U2U1. Any initial state can be expanded in the eigenbasis of W , so that the spectrum

of W plays a similar role to that of a time-independent Hamiltonian for continuous time-

evolution.

A large class of “chaotic” many-body Floquet systems without conservation laws ther-

malize to infinite temperature, like the fully random circuits discussed in Sec. 2.3. While

we will focus here on chaotic Floquet dynamics, it should be noted that random Floquet

circuits can also exhibit many-body localization (199, 200, 201, 94, 202). In particular,

Ref. (199) emphasized the quantum circuit language, constructing a random Floquet cir-

cuit of Cli↵ord gates (Sec. 3.3.4) which showed a solvable localization transition, related

to classical percolation of spatial puddles. For localized Floquet dynamics, the system can

avoid thermalizing to infinite temperature, allowing for novel dynamical phases such as the

Floquet time crystal phase, which spontaneously breaks discrete time-translation symmetry

(203, 204), and in 2D the anomalous Floquet insulator, with protected chiral edge modes

(205, 206, 207).
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We turn now to a headline result in the study of chaotic Floquet quantum circuits,

which is a demonstration of the random matrix spectral statistics that are often taken as

a practical definition of quantum chaos. There is a plethora of numerical evidence that

spectral correlations in chaotic many-body systems are universally described by random

matrix theory (RMT) (208, 1), but an explicit derivation away from a semi-classical single-

particle limit has been a longstanding open problem. This has been achieved in both Haar

random brickwork Floquet circuits in the limit of large local Hilbert space dimension q

(below) (95, 94) — see also Ref. (118) in a slightly di↵erent setting — and in certain

“dual unitary” Floquet circuits with no large parameters (209, 210, 211) (next subsection).

Themes discussed in previous sections, including the pairing of Feynman trajectories and

the mapping of circuits to e↵ective classical statistical models, feature centrally in both

results.

Within RMT, a standard probe of correlations between the eigenvalues {ei✓n} of W is

the spectral form factor (SFF), which is defined as

K(t) =
��TrW t

��2 =
X

m,n

ei(✓n�✓m)t. 25.

If W is a Haar-random unitary acting on the full Hilbert space of L qudits, each with Hilbert

space dimension q, then the SFF averaged over this ensemble is KHaar(t) = t for 1  t  qL.

This linear growth (“ramp”) in the SFF characterizes the level repulsion between pairs of

eigenvalues across the entire eigenspectrum within RMT (212).

Turning to the case where W describes a quantum circuit composed of local unitary

gates, K(t) becomes a two-layer circuit with periodic boundary conditions in the time

direction, and can be written as a double sum over periodic Feynman trajectories, one in

each layer. Terms in which the forward and backward trajectories are equal up to a time

translation are special, in that their phases cancel and they give a positive contribution to

the sum. Heuristically, the behavior K(t) = t arises from the fact that there are t ways

in which the forward trajectory can be translated with respect to the backward trajectory.

Pairings of trajectories which are not related by a time-translation can contribute any phase

to the SFF, and within a given Floquet dynamics, the large number of such pairings can

combine to provide a contribution to the SFF which is of the same order as the ramp.

As a result, the SFF is not a self-averaging quantity (213). Averaging the SFF over a

time-window, or over an appropriate ensemble of Floquet dynamics, is required in order to

eliminate these contributions.

This understanding can be made concrete in random Floquet circuits in (1+1)-

dimensions (95, 94, 214). Averaging over the Haar-random gates in this setting gives a

sum over diagrams involving pairings between the layers. In general these may be ex-

tremely complicated, but in the limit q !1 there is a great simplification. The diagrams

can be represented as pairings between between the gates of the forward and backward layer,

and only t diagrams survive (95, 94), which are labeled by a time-shift s 2 {0, . . . , t� 1}:

a given unitary ux,⌧ in the forward layer is paired with u⇤
x,⌧+s in the backward layer. An

example of such a pairing is shown in Fig. 5b. For a fixed system size L and at su�ciently

long times, the pairing degrees of freedom for each Haar-random unitary gate in W are

forced to be identical (95, 214, 215). Summation over the t possible choices recovers the

RMT behavior K(t) = t.

A modified q !1 model contains nontrivial finite-time corrections to the SFF (94). In

this model the SFF maps to the partition sum for a one-dimensional, classical t-state Potts
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Figure 6

A generic unitary gate acting in the time direction (a) can be viewed as a non-unitary
transformation acting in the spatial direction. A restricted class of “dual-unitary” gates act
unitarily in both the space and time directions, as shown schematically in (b) (see Sec. 3.3.3).
Unitary circuits give rise to a non-unitary evolution in the spatial direction (c), which can be
thought of as unitary evolution interspersed with post-selected measurement outcomes. This gives
rise to a protocol outline in (d) for overcoming the post-selection problem inherent in studying the
entanglement properties of monitored pure-states, as discussed in Sec. 4 and Sec. 4.2.1.

model, where the Potts degrees of freedom label a spatially-varying, local choice of pairing

(94).8 A disordered regime of the Potts model (with domain walls between Potts states)

arises at su�ciently short times t < tTh, where tTh ⇠ logL was termed a “Thouless time”.

For t � tTh the Potts model is ordered, and reproduces the ramp behavior expected from

RMT.

3.3.3. Dual-Unitary Circuits. Dual-unitary circuits (209, 119, 216) are built up of certain

classes of special two-site unitary gates that look unitary in both “spacelike” and “timelike”

directions. A two-qudit gate Uo1o2
i1i2

(unitarily mapping two inputs i1,2 to two outputs o1,2
according to “arrow of time” t), could alternatively be viewed “sideways”, according to a

rotated “arrow of time” t̃, mapping input qubit states i1, o1 to output states i2, o2 as in Fig.

6a. The resulting map, Ũ i2o2
i1o1

— called the “spacetime-dual” or “spacetime-flipped” version

of U—is in general not unitary (a fact that will be exploited in Section 4.2.1). However,

circuits built from special class of dual-unitary gates, for which the spacetime dual is unitary

(Fig. 6b), have come to exemplify a form of “maximal chaos”. Various properties such

as emergence of RMT spectral correlations in the SFF (210); the dynamics of state and

operator entanglement (217, 216, 218, 219, 220, 221); unequal time correlation functions,

both time-ordered and out-of-time-ordered (119, 186); and the eigenstate thermalization

hypothesis (222, 223) etc. can be derived in such systems without any approximation and

with no small parameters.

A remarkable property of these circuits is their double causal structure. Unitarity and

8Potts symmetry is an artefact of q ! 1. In general the symmetry is that of a clock model.
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the locality of the gates forbid correlations between points displaced by a spacetime vector

(x, t) if |x| > |t|, i.e. if the two points lie outside each other’s (past or future) light cone. By

the same token, however, dual-unitarity rules out correlations if |t| > |x|, so that nonzero

correlations are only possible on the ray |x| = |t|. This case with two “arrows of time”

can be expanded to cases with more arrows of time (224), which may allow for more exotic

analytically tractable dynamics.9

As discussed in Sec. 3.1.3, unitarity implies a simple action of the multi-layer circuit on

“paired” states. Dual-unitarity implies that this also holds for the flipped evolution, and

this property underlies much of the tractability of dual-unitary circuits. Writing the SFF

in terms of a transfer matrix for spatial propagation, its unitarity implies the existence of

t unit eigenvalues representing paired states (in this case the pairing is between a single U

layer and a single U⇤ layer, with an arbitrary time-shift in the pairing analogous to that

discussed above). After averaging over an ensemble of chaotic dual-unitary circuits, these

eigenvalues dominate in the limit L ! 1, meaning that in these models there is no long

Thouless time and the RMT result holds for finite t as L!1 (119). The spatial transfer

matrix has been investigated in more general settings in Refs. (229, 230, 231, 214, 202, 198).

3.3.4. Classically Simulable Circuits. We now consider special classes of quantum circuits

which are e�ciently simulable on classical computers, with simulation times scaling only

polynomially, rather than exponentially, with the number of qubits.

The first: Cli↵ord circuits, or “stabilizer circuits”, play an important role in quantum

information theory. Cli↵ord circuits are composed of a restricted set of quantum gates

with the property that a Pauli string is mapped under Heisenberg evolution onto another

Pauli string, rather than a superposition of such strings. As a result, only a single coe�cient

aS(t) is non-zero at each time in the expansion of the time-evolved Pauli operator in Eq. 19,

and the operator entanglement entropy remains zero for all times10. Cli↵ord gates form a

discrete subgroup of the unitary group on qudits with prime dimension q � 2. Here, we

restrict our attention to Cli↵ord circuits on qubits (q = 2).

The Cli↵ord property gives an e�cient way of storing a class of states (232, 120, 233).

A ‘stabilizer state’ | Si on L qubits is defined by L independent and commuting Pauli

string operators, the ‘stabilizers’ {S1,S2 · · · SL}, under which the state is invariant:

Si| Si = | Si.
11 At any later time, | S(t)i is specified by the time-evolved stabilizers

Si(t) = U(t)SiU(t)†. Each Si(t) operator is a product of Pauli operators on at most L

sites. Specifying the wavefunction through the stabilizers {Si(t)} is e�cient, requiring only

O(L2) bits of information to store, even if the wavefunction is highly entangled; this is in

contrast to the O(exp(L)) cost of storing a generic, highly-entangled state.12 It also allows

expectation values and projective measurements of Pauli string operators to be e�ciently

9We note that tensors with any even number of legs that are unitary under any bipartitioning
of the legs (which includes dual-unitary gates as a subset) were introduced in Ref. (225) as “block-
perfect tensors” in the context of holographic quantum error correcting codes, in Ref. (226) as
“perfect tangles” for modular tensor categories, and in in Ref. (227) as “planar maximally entangled
states”. See Ref. (228) for discussion of construction of dual unitary gates.

10The operator entanglement entropy is computed by treating operators as states in a doubled
Hilbert space, for instance, O =

P
ab Oab|aihb| !

P
ab Oab|ai ⌦ |bi.

11A simple example is a polarized state |", . . . , "i, for which we can take Si = Zi.
12The evolution of generic — non-stabilizer — states cannot be e�ciently simulated even when

the dynamics is Cli↵ord.
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implemented, and entanglement entropies to be e�ciently computed (the Rényi entropies

Sn are n-independent for stabilizer states).

Random unitary Cli↵ord evolution of an initial product stabilizer state leads to ballistic

growth of entanglement entropy, as in the Haar circuit. In 1+1D this can be understood

in terms of the growth of the stabilizer strings Si(t) (16). The choice of stabilizers is not

unique (since if S and S
0 are stabilizers, so is SS

0), and the need to impose a convenient

“gauge” turns the evolution of the stabilizers (and their spatial footprints) into a collective

stochastic process, which has analogies to the asymmetric exclusion process for hopping

particles on the line.

The time evolution operator for a Cli↵ord circuit belongs to the Cli↵ord group, which

is a discrete subgroup of the unitary group on the full Hilbert space. This group may be

generated by a small set of local Cli↵ord gates: the two-site CNOT gate and the single-site

Hadamard and Phase gates:

CNOT = ei
⇡
4 (1�Z1)(1�X2), H = (X + Z)/

p
2, P =

p

Z. 26.

Any multi-qubit Cli↵ord operation may be written as a product of these gates. Random

Cli↵ord circuits can be built by drawing ux,⌧ from the set of one and two qubit Cli↵ord

gates (or from the set of generators). The Cli↵ord gates do not form a universal gate set (i.e.

there exist unitary gates which cannot be performed with Cli↵ord operations). However,

the Cli↵ord group augmented with any gate outside of the Cli↵ord group forms a universal

gate set (39); augmenting with a single-site phase shift gate, T = Z1/4, is su�cient, for

example.

Despite their non-universal nature, Cli↵ord circuits have proven to be very useful for

e�ciently simulating certain aspects of quantum dynamics. As an example, even though

operator evolution is very special under Cli↵ord dynamics, averaging over the ensemble of

uniformly random Cli↵ord circuits can exactly reproduce Haar averages for certain quanti-

ties such as OTOCs and right/left endpoint densities of spreading operators (49, 50). This

follows from the fact that the Cli↵ord group forms a unitary 3-design (234, 235), and hence

exactly reproduces averages involving the first three moments of the unitary group. On the

other hand, fluctuations of these quantities within a realization look very di↵erent across

both classes of circuits. There are other systems where Cli↵ord dynamics fails to capture

the essential aspects of the problem; for example, Cli↵ord circuits with U(1) symmetry

is highly restricted and only shows di↵usive spreading for all operators, lacking the rich

interplay between di↵usive conserved densities and ballistic operator growth discussed in

Section. 3.3.1.

As an aside, it is worth noting that the Cli↵ord structure relies crucially on discrete-

ness of time. In the random circuits we started with, discrete time also allowed a key

simplification, of using the Haar measure for unitaries. However random dynamics can

also be formulated in the continuous time limit. An example is the “Brownian circuit”

(90, 91, 133, 236, 237): this is a Hamiltonian spin chain where the couplings fluctuate

like white noise. Operator spreading in continuous-time noisy models (238) is qualitatively

similar to what we have discussed in Sec. 3.2.

The continuous time limit is also natural for noisy models of free fermions. Gaussianity

is a second important structure that can be imposed on the dynamics and which leads to

e�cient simulability.

The “quantum symmetric simple exlusion process” (QSSEP) (239, 240, 241) is a model

of complex fermions hopping on the line, with noisy amplitudes, in which many quantities,
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for example the moments of Green’s functions in late-time nonequilibrium states, can be

calculated exactly. The simplest averages map to the classical symmetric exclusion process.

However, higher-order moments diagnose quantum coherences, with a nontrivial combina-

torial structure. It will be interesting to study the crossover between the free fermion limit

and the the strongly interacting regime. (In the replica language, this is the reduction of a

continuous to a discrete replica symmetry.)

Finally, automaton circuits are classically simulable circuits obtained by promoting

reversible classical cellular automata to unitary quantum evolutions. In the computational

basis of (say) Z eigenstates {|ni}, the action of such a circuit is U |ni = ei✓n |⇡(n)i, where

⇡ 2 S2N is a permutation of the 2N basis states for N qubits. While the time-evolution of

computational basis states is classical, these circuits can generate volume law entanglement

when acting on product states that are not computational basis states.

Automaton circuits provide a classically-tractable setting in which to observe a range

of interesting dynamical phenomena. First, under evolution by an automaton circuit (for

say, spin-(1/2) degrees of freedom), Pauli operators can evolve into sums of products of

Pauli operators, unlike in Cli↵ord circuits. Nevertheless, the operator wavefunction evolves

according to the same automaton circuit in a rotated basis (242). As a result, operator

growth is classically tractable to study; out-of-time-ordered correlators in random, local

automaton circuits, for example (242), have been shown to exhibit growth and broadening

of the operator fronts. Automaton circuits also provide a tractable setting to study sub-

di↵usive hydrodynamics and kinetically-constrained dynamics (242, 196, 243, 244, 245), a

type of measurement transition (246), and integrability (247, 248, 249, 250). Floquet au-

tomaton circuits have also been a starting point for constructing fully quantum-mechanical

Floquet models with exact, non-thermal (“scarred”) eigenstates (251, 252, 253). A notable

example is the integrable, Floquet circuit corresponding to the Rule 54 cellular automa-

ton, which implements a simple structured dynamics involving conserved left/right moving

solitons. This model captures many features of more complicated integrable systems, but

permits solutions of various quantities including non-equilibrium steady-states, operator

and entanglement spreading, and generalized hydrodynamics (247, 254, 255, 248, 249).

4. Monitored dynamics

As discussed in Sec. 3.1, a system of initially unentangled qubits, subjected to generic

unitary gates acting on pairs of qubits, will rapidly entangle, and in the long-time steady

state will have volume-law entanglement entropy with the maximal entropy density per

qubit. At extremely long times, the evolving pure state wavefunction will be essentially

random — sometimes called a Page state. But when such a system is monitored with

repeated local measurements, this inexorable growth of entanglement will be counteracted.

Indeed, a single-qubit projective measurement disentangles the measured qubit. In this

Section we consider the “hybrid” quantum circuits described in Sec. 2.4, in which the

brickwork of unitaries is decorated with single-site measurements, placed at each space-time

point with probability p. Such a structureless minimal circuit has three types of randomness:

in the two-qubit unitary gates, in the locations of the projective measurements, and (more

fundamentally) in the intrinsically random outcomes of the measurements, as dictated by

the Born probability.
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4.1. Measurement-induced entanglement transition

A pure initial state, | (0)i, evolving under a hybrid circuit, defines a set of (normalized)

quantum trajectories, labelled by the measurement outcomes m:

| m(t)i = Km| (0)i/
p
pm. 27.

The circuit Km, consisting of unitaries interleaved with projectors, was defined in Sec. 2.4.

The Born probability pm = h (0)|K†
mKm| (0)i of a trajectory depends on the state, so

that the monitored circuit dynamics is both non-linear and non-unitary.

The idea of the measurement-induced transition (52, 53, 58) is that there is a qual-

itative change in the nature of the typical trajectories in Eq. 27 as a function of the

measurement rate p. When measurements are frequent, the stochastically evolving wave-

function is trapped, by the single-spin projections, within the subspace of area-law states.

(The extreme limit of this case is p = 1, where in each timestep every qubit is mea-

sured simultaneously, giving a product state.) But when p is reduced below a threshold

pc, | i escapes into the volume-law part of Hilbert space. At the transition itself, the

evolving state has a random but scale-invariant entanglement structure. Numerical evi-

dence for this transition has by now been found in a wide range of microscopic models

(52, 53, 58, 68, 65, 66, 61, 62, 54, 63, 64, 77, 67). The e�cient simulability of the Cli↵ord

circuits allows for particulary precise results there (Sec: 4.1.4). The transition is not spe-

cific to one dimension and we can even consider “all-to-all” models without spatial locality

(Secs. 4.1.3, 4.1.4).

The discrete spacetime structure of the circuit lets us access a simple “classical limit”

of the transition, which gives some intuition for how measurements inhibit the propagation

of quantum correlations through spacetime. We reach this classical limit either by taking

q ! 1, or by considering the somewhat unphysical n! 0 limit of the Rényi entropy Sn.

In these limits the computation of entanglement reduces to the minimal cut (Sec. 3.1.2),

and therefore to a “classical” geometrical problem (52). This limit is non-generic as far as

the critical exponents (and the value of pc) are concerned (52, 65, 17), but it captures crude

features of the transition and phases.

Viewing Km as a tensor network, a projection operator breaks a bond (it is an operator

with trivial rank). For small enough p, enough bonds remain unbroken that the circuit

is connected on large scales. But, computing entanglement with the minimal cut, the

broken bonds reduce the cut’s line tension. Therefore the volume-law coe�cient seq/ ln q

in the steady state is reduced from unity once p > 0. Increasing p, we eventually reach

the “percolation threshold” where the circuit falls apart into finite disconnected pieces.

Beyond this point, the disconnected structure of the tensor network representation of | i

immediately implies that | i cannot have long-range entanglement (a point also used in

Ref. (256)). It also means that the line tension, setting the volume-law coe�cient, has

a critical vanishing at pclassicalc . At this transition the entanglement of a subregion scales

logarithmically with subregion size, a consequence of scale-invariance.

Below we will discuss the properties of the phases and the critical point further; a

schematic phase diagram along with the scaling of the von Neumann entanglement entropy

in these phases and at the critical point in (1+1)-dimensions is summarized in Fig. 7.

The area-law phase is relatively simple: the states are product states dressed with short-

range correlations. The volume-law states at 0 < p < pc are nontrivial, and in particular

are qualitatively di↵erent in their entanglement structure from the Page-random states that

are obtained at long time for p = 0 (59, 107).
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Figure 7

Monitored dynamics in (1+1)-dimensions leads to a phase transition in the entanglement
properties of the pure-state trajectories as a function of the monitoring rate p, as summarized
schematically on the left. The scaling of the von Neumann entanglement entropy in the
steady-state of the monitored dynamics with subsystem size, |A|, in the two phases and at the
“entanglement phase transition” is shown on the right.

Indeed, neglecting this important di↵erence would lead to the incorrect conclusion that

the volume law phase is unstable for arbitrary small p: In a given timestep, a region A

su↵ers an extensive number of measurements (/ |A|), while only of order |@A| unitaries act

across the boundary of A and so can increase SA. If we assumed that each measurement

gave an O(1) decrease in SA — which would be true for a Page state — we would conclude

that measurements always win and the volume law state is unstable. The failure of this

argument is because the volume law states for 0 < p < pc are dissimilar to Page states, in

that the change in SA from measuring a qubit deep inside A is typically very small. This

can be seen in the language of the minimal cut, or more generally in terms of entanglement

domain walls discussed below (Sec. 4.1.2).

4.1.1. Coherent trajectories versus dissipative information loss. Under the circuit dy-

namics, the density matrix ⇢(0) evolves to ⇢m(t) = Km⇢(0)K
†
m/pm with probability

pm = Tr(K†
mKm⇢(0)). It is important to distinguish between the state ⇢m — which obtains

when given measurement outcomes m have been recorded, and which is a pure state if the

initial state is pure — from the trajectory-averaged mixed state13 ⇢ ⌘
P

m pm⇢m. The

latter would be the appropriate description of the system if there was classical uncertainty

about m — i.e. if instead of measurements (with a known outcome), we had “decoher-

ence” due to interaction with an uncontrolled environment. For the dynamics we consider,

⇢ always tends to the trivial, infinite temperature density matrix: the rich structure of

correlations in individual trajectories is washed out.

The entanglement entropy Sm
A of a subregion A, conditioned on the measurement out-

comes, quantifies its correlations with the outside, and is a probe of the transition, as noted

above. This should be distinguished from the “thermodynamic” entropy of the region, de-

fined as Sth = �Tr ⇢̄ ln ⇢̄. This will tend to the maximal value even in the area-law phase,

because of the additional classical uncertainty (ignorance of the measurement outcomes)

implied in using ⇢̄.

Similarly, correlators of the form hOO
0
im = Tr ⇢mOO

0 may be nontrivial. But

13We imagine performing this average with the other parameters of the circuit — the choices of
unitaries and measurement locations — held fixed.
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trajectory-averaged correlators hOO0im = Tr ⇢OO
0 are trivial at late times because of the

triviality of ⇢̄. These statements are consistent because of cancellation between trajectories

in which hOO
0
im has opposite signs. This means that if we want to detect the transition

using averaged correlators we need Edwards-Anderson-like (squared) correlators, hOO0i
2

m.

Like the entanglement measures, these are nonlinear in the density matrix.

To measure these “squared”-type correlators, pairs of identical quantum trajectories

(with the same measurement outcomes m) will be required, which will generally require

post-selection on measurement outcomes. This is exponentially costly, requiring a number of

runs exponential in the circuit’s space-time volume (but see Sec. 4.2.1 below for an alternate

type of monitored dynamics where this postselection barrier is parametrically improved.) .

Above, we viewed the m as a record of physical measurements conducted by a hypothet-

ical experimentalist. Quantum trajectories also arise in a quite di↵erent setting, as formal

tool for treating open quantum systems which are in contact with a decohering environment

(not monitored). Assuming we do not have access to the quantum state of the environment,

such a system must be described by a mixed state ⇢open(t). In a Markovian approximation

for the environment, ⇢open(t) evolves via a quantum channel, ⇢open(t) = �t(⇢open(0)) (39).

We can “unravel” this open system dynamics by writing ⇢open(t) as an average over pure

trajectories. In a simple case (details omitted), this leads to an ensemble formally equiva-

lent to that discussed above. Mathematically, this is a rewriting of the channel in terms of

Kraus operators Km,

⇢open(t) =
X

m

Km⇢open(0)K
†
m, 28.

with
P

m K†
mKm = 1. In this setting, the trajectories are fictitious, but they may be

useful for simulating the dynamics (99, 100, 101, 257, 258). In this setting the relevance

of the measurement transition is as an easy-to-hard transition for classical simulation of

various kinds of quantum processes, because the area law states at p > pc can be e�ciently

represented using matrix product states, while the highly complex volume-law states at

p < pc are, a priori, exponentially costly to store and simulate. In the case with true

measurements, we can think of the transition into the hard phase as an “epistemological

phase transition” (259) where the wavefunction becomes e↵ectively unknowable, even with

access to the measurement outcomes.

4.1.2. Entanglement domain walls and the stability of the volume law phase. In (1+1)-

dimensions, the universal entanglement properties of the volume law phase can be quanti-

tatively described by the classical statistical mechanics of a domain wall that is equivalent

to a directed polymer in a random environment (DPRE) (81). The most dramatic out-

come of this correspondence is the presence of a universal sub-dominant contribution to the

entanglement entropy in the volume law phase, with SA = s0|A|+ b|A|
� with � = 1/3.

The simplest limit of the DPRE is the minimal cut (Fig. 2).14 More generally, the

result can be understood using the e↵ective 2D statistical mechanical model for replicated

“spins” � (defined on the circuit’s space-time manifold, with one spin for each physical gate)

which label patterns of pairings between the di↵erent replicas of the circuit (54, 55). We

have discussed these spins in the unitary context in Sec. 3.1.3, but the non-unitary nature

14The figure illustrates that in the presence of measurements, the minimal cut is not required to
be directed on the microscopic scale. However in the phase where its line tension is nonzero, it is
directed on large scales for energetic reasons. The same is true of the domain walls discussed below.
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of the monitored dynamics alters the e↵ective statistical mechanical model. One point is

that the wavefunction must be explicitly re-normalized after each measurement when the

dynamics is not unitary. More importantly, non-unitarity relaxes local constraints on the �

configurations that would follow from unitarity. In particular, the projective measurements

can drive a disorder transition for � (54, 55). We do not give a detailed exposition of the

Boltzmann weights for the e↵ective model here, but summarize some qualitative features,

starting with the volume-law phase, where � is ordered. In this phase, the model is best

viewed in terms of domain walls that are forced into the 2D spacetime manifold by the

boundary conditions required to define the Renyi entropies (recall Fig. 3).

Within the volume-law-entangled phase, the entanglement entropy in a sub-region A can

be mapped to the free energy cost, FA, of changing the boundary conditions at the final time

slice of the circuit, within the ordered phase of the statistical mechanics model. This analytic

description, and the associated replica limit which is necessary to obtain the von Neumann

entanglement entropy, is quantitatively similar to the replicated description of the DPRE,

and is thus conjectured to described the same universal physics (81). The line tension of

the resulting entanglement domain wall yields a volume law scaling of the entanglement,

FA = s0|A|, while the sub-dominant contribution comes from the universal fluctuations of

the DPRE free energy with length, with exponent � = 1/3. This exponent, believed to be

a universal feature of the volume-law phase in the presence of random unitary operators,

is found numerically for the hybrid random Cli↵ord circuit. Universal scaling functions

governing the saturation of the entanglement entropy reveal the super-di↵usive “wandering

exponent” ⇣ = 2/3 of the directed polymer. Both this exponent and the universal scaling

functions extracted numerically from the DPRE are in good agreement with the numerical

results obtained from the random hybrid Cli↵ord circuit (81).

The stability of the volume-law phase against measurements is quantified by considering

the reduction �S(x) in the entanglement of a region A after performing a local measurement

a distance x⌧ |A| away from the boundary (107). While �S(x) is always an O(1) constant

for a Page state, this quantity decays, on average, as a power-law h�S(x)i ⇠ x�� in the

volume-law phase of the monitored circuit with a consistent exponent � ⇡ 1.25 observed

in both the hybrid Cli↵ord dynamics and in the behavior of the corresponding observable

in numerical simulations of the DPRE. With � > 1, the total loss of entanglement after a

sequence of measurements ⇠
R |A|
0

�S(x) dx is finite for large |A|, and can be recovered with

the application of the next layer of unitaries, leading to a stable statistical steady state in

the volume law phase. We note that the average behavior of �S(x) is dominated by rare

events and that the scaling of the disorder-averaged free energy of the DPRE provides the

prediction that a typical realization of the hybrid dynamics is significantly more robust,

with this quantity decaying as a stretched exponential �S(x) ⇠ exp[�const⇥ x� ].

4.1.3. Mixed state purification transition. The transition between the volume and area law

phases can alternatively be understood as a dynamical “purification” transition (61, 55,

108). For a maximally mixed initial density matrix, ⇢(0) = 1/2L, measurements at rate

p > pc are able to purify the state at a system-size-independent rate (“pure” phase), while

for p < pc the purification time diverges exponentially with the system size (“mixed” phase).

These two phases correspond to the area and volume law phases of the circuit evolving with

an initial pure state. In the “mixed” phase, at times polynomial in the system size there is a
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residual non-vanishing entropy density, sQ.
15 Heuristically, sQL is the amount of quantum

information propagated from the initial to the final time.

This entropy describes a dynamically evolving encoded sub-space which is insensitive

to future measurements – quantum information is e↵ectively protected from single qubit

measurements. For the hybrid random Cli↵ord circuit, this corresponds to a “stabilizer”

quantum error correcting code, denoted as (L, k, d), with L physical qubits, k encoded logical

qubits and d the code distance - the size of shortest logical operator. Since k = sQL is given

by the dimension of the encoded sub-space, it grows linearly with L, and the code rate,

k/L 6= 0, is finite for large L. The entanglement domain wall picture can be used to extract

the code distance, which varies as L� , coming from entropic fluctuations of the DPRE. The

code rate vanishes upon approaching the “pure” phase – the purification transition thus

corresponding to a transition in the encodability of the quantum code (61, 56, 107, 108).

While resembling a quantum error correcting code, since an e�cient decoder in the presence

of additional qubit errors is not known, and in fact might not exist, these codes are not

practical.

The purification picture also lends a natural “local” order parameter for the measure-

ment transition (62). The initially maximally mixed state can be viewed as arising from

tracing out a set of reference ancilla qubits that are maximally entangled with the system

qubits at t = 0, but do not directly participate in the dynamics thereafter. The purifica-

tion transition can then be probed by measuring the entanglement entropy of the reference

qubits — actually one reference qubit su�ces — at times L ⌧ t ⌧ eL, which is non-zero

in the mixed phase but vanishes in the area law phase.

Purification is also a useful way to characterize the measurement transition for all-to-all

coupled systems of qubits, where any qubit can interact with any other (61, 72, 57). For

example the dynamics could consist of a random sequence of operations, each being (with

probability p) a measurement of a random qubit or (with probability 1� p) a gate applied

to a random pair. In this setting the volume of a subset A of spins scales the same way

as its “surface area” (number of potential neighbors outside A), so that the volume law

coe�cient SA/|A| in a pure state is not a useful diagnostic. However, the code rate sQ
above remains a valid order parameter for the transition.

4.1.4. The critical point. The entanglement transition between the area and volume law

phases is a continuous phase transition, and can be explored both numerically and in some

instances analytically.

Detailed large-scale numerical simulations are possible on hybrid random Cli↵ord cir-

cuits (with two site unitaries drawn randomly from the Cli↵ord group and single site Pauli

measurements) and reveal the existence of a finite critical measurement rate, pc ⇡ 0.17 in

1+1 dimensions (105), separating a volume law entangled phase for p < pc from an area

law phase when p > pc, as shown in Figure 7. The critical point has a dynamical exponent

z = 1, and in 1+1 dimensions exhibits a conformal symmetry (68, 66). Simulations with

Haar-random gates or in general Hamiltonian models are restricted to much smaller sizes

but are also consistent with a continuous transition with z = 1 (65, 66).

15In the min cut/domain wall picture, this is related to the cost of a horizontal domain wall
that separates the initial from the final time (55, 56, 57), and which measures the “entanglement”
between the initial and final time boundaries of the non-unitary circuit. This shows that sQ is also
equal to the pure state volume-law coe�cient.
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When the qubits are extended to qudits, with dimension q ! 1, analytic progress is

possible, since as discussed above the phase transition in this limit maps to the problem of

a minimal cut through a percolation configuration (52, 17). The critical exponents are then

those of the non-unitary conformal field theory for percolation. However the percolation

fixed point is unstable for finite q and the critical properties are in general analytically

intractable, though expected still to be conformal.

It is natural to ask for a “Landau-Ginsburg”–like field theory for the measurement

transition. This is closely connected to the problem of formulating a field theory for the

entanglement transition in a random tensor network (RTN) (134) (a random tensor network,

with “virtual” bonds in the bulk and “physical” bonds on the boundary, can undergo an

entanglement phase transition as a function of the distribution of local tensors) though

there is a key di↵erence related to Born’s rule.

At first sight we might think that a field theory could be inferred immediately from

the e↵ective lattice magnet, mentioned above, for the degree of freedom � 2 SN . This

formalism is powerful in the ordered/entangling phase, where we can work with domain

walls, and gives a useful magnetic analogy for the critical point, but it is more challenging

to coarse-grain � to arrive at a continuum theory near the critical point. This is because

of the need for16 the replica trick (134, 54, 55, 57): disorder averages must be handled by

analytically continuing the lattice magnet to “unphysical” values of N , where the target

space SN for � collapses to nothing17 (see Ref. (17) for a review).

E↵ective lattice models can be formulated for both the measurement induced phase

transition (MIPT) and the RTN (134, 54, 55). Each case has the GN layer-permutation

symmetry that we met in Sec. 3.1.3, but the required replica limits are N ! 1 for the

MIPT and N ! 0 for the random tensor network. This di↵erence arises from the fact that

averages for the MIPT, unlike the RTN, must include the Born probability h |K†
mKm | i.

This factor involves one layer each of the circuit Km and its conjugate K⇤
m (see Sec. 3.1.3),

so it increases N by 1.

It is possible to view the models of interest, with GN symmetry, as symmetry-breaking

perturbations of a Potts model with Q = N ! states (134). This means initially treating all

the N ! possible values for � as equivalent, giving a larger SN ! symmetry.18 The Landau-

Ginsburg theory for Potts is well-understood (261). However, reducing the symmetry to

the physical symmetry, GN ⇢ SN !, introduces an infinite number of relevant perturbations

that are not related to each other by GN symmetry. This means that it is not easy to

control the RG flow away from the Potts fixed point.

The basic issue is that � splits into an infinite number of distinct representations19

16In Sec. 3.1.3 we sketched a mapping of S2 to a domain wall free energy that avoided the
replica trick. This used the fact that clusters of “?” spins were of finite typical size, rather than
proliferating in spacetime. This approach continues to hold in the entangled phase in the presence
of measurements (57), but not at the critical point, where the typical size of ? clusters diverges.

17For heuristic motivation, recall a simpler use of the replica trick for averages in disordered
systems. Let Z be a partition function for a classical field �, with random couplings. The averaged

free energy may be written as lnZ = limN!0(ZN � 1)/N . On the RHS, ZN is a partition function
for N copies of the field, which we can arrange as a vector � = (�1, . . . ,�N ). The RHS requires us
to take the limit of vanishing number of components.

18In the limits N ! 0, 1 this becomes a Q = 1 state Potts model (134), which is a representation of
percolation (260). However — confusingly — this percolation fixed point is unrelated to the minimal
cut limit discussed above (it does not correspond to a physical limit of the original problem).

19Here we regard � as an element of the group algebra, i.e. we allow ourselves to take linear
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of GN , and one must decide which should be retained as fundamental fields in a La-

grangian (57). An alternative approach is motivated by the picture of overlaps between

Feynman trajectories discussed in previous sections. We can introduce an Edwards-

Anderson-like matrix order parameter, Xab, which characterizes the strength of overlap

between forward layer a and backward layer b (57). (Di↵erent values of � correspond to

di↵erent ordered states for X.) X transforms simply under GN , and using this one can

write putative Landau-Ginsburg Lagrangians L(X) for the MIPT and RTN. It remains to

be seen whether these conjectured theories describe the physical problems of interest.

Given these complications, it is natural to look for ways to simplify the transition. One

is to get rid of spatial locality (61, 72, 57). As noted above, there is no meaning to volume

versus area law in all-to-all models, but purification (the amount of information propagated

between initial and final times) can be used to distinguish the phases.

In the limit q ! 1, the all-to-all model mentioned at the end of Sec. 4.1.3 maps to

a min cut problem in a classical graph with temporal, but not spatial, locality. This is

solvable essentially by percolation mean-field theory (57, 61). A model with “instantaneous

quantum polynomial time” gates (262) shows another transition, described by mean-field

percolation on a time-slice (72).

At finite q, we can try to to exploit the geometry of the quantum circuit. This is

locally tree-like: the only loops have a size that diverges in the thermodynamic limit (as

in many random graph ensembles (263)). This suggests that the MIPT coincides with

the entanglement transition of an ensemble of tree tensor networks (80, 57) with the same

local structure. If, as a simplification, the measurement outcomes in the parent circuit

are fixed using postselection (instead of sampled with Born’s rule), this tree transition is

exactly solvable (57). The natural entanglement order parameter vanishes in a strongly non-

mean-field fashion as exp(�c/
p
p� pc). These all to all models are perhaps the simplest

incarnations of the MIPT, and deserve further study.

4.2. Structured monitored circuits

There is a rich landscape of monitored dynamics beyond the minimally structured case of

random two-qubit unitary gates interspersed with single site measurements. A simple

extension is to consider dynamics with only multi-site measurements and no unitary gates.

Monitored pure-states in measurement-only dynamics can also display phase transitions

between volume and area law-scaling of the entanglement entropy (78). This is striking

because there are no unitary gates in these models to “compete” with the measurements:

rather, the “scrambling” and “un-scrambling” are inextricably intertwined and the princi-

ple driving the transition is the mutual incompatibility or frustration of the measurement

operators.

A further extension of unstructured, monitored dynamics is to consider symmetry

enriched monitored dynamics, obtained by restricting the unitary gates and measurements

to operations that respect an on-site global symmetry G (70, 264, 69, 78). Such models can

still display an entanglement phase transition from area- to volume- law entangled steady

state ensembles – however, the symmetry structure of the replicated statistical mechanical

description is enlarged by combining the circuit symmetry G with the intrinsic dynamical

symmetries of the problem (cf. Eq. 18). This permits novel types of dynamical orders that

combinations as is natural if we want to coarse-grain.
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transcend the phase classifications obtained in the more conventional setting of static (or

even Floquet) Hamiltonians with the same symmetry G. One upshot is that we can obtain

multiple varieties of both area and volume law phases – for instance, distinguished by the

presence or absence of di↵erent types of long-range symmetry-breaking orders or symmetry

protected topological (SPT) orders — with phase transitions between these occurring within

the area and volume law entangled phases. Importantly, these orders are only observable

in non-linear Edwards-Anderson type order parameters which measure fluctuations across

trajectories, while simple averages remains featureless.

It is illustrative to discuss an example of a phase transition between area-law states

in a system with Ising symmetry G = Z2 (70). This example is reminiscent of a ground

state phase transition from a paramagnet to a symmetry-broken ferromagnet, although

a closer analogy may be the eigenstate phase transition between spin-glass ordered and

paramagnetic states in many-body localized systems (265, 266). We consider measurement-

only Cli↵ord dynamics in a one dimensional spin 1/2 system. There are no unitary gates,

and measurements are drawn randomly in space-time from two sets of commuting operators:

with probability pZ from {ZiZi+1} and with probability pX = 1 � pZ from {Xi}. Each

operator in the ensemble commutes with the symmetry generator P =
Q

i Xi, and we start

with a symmetric initial state such as a product state in the X basis. When pZ = 1, the

dynamics measures ZiZi+1 on each bond, which projects onto Schrodinger “cat states”

with long-range spin-glass order and area law entanglement. A particular trajectory leads

to a random sequence of measurement outcomes, mi = ±1, on each bond; there are two

symmetry broken product states in the Z basis consistent with these outcomes (and related

by the action of P ), and the output state is a symmetric/antisymmetric cat superposition

of these states, depending on the symmetry of the initial state. For example, if mi =

{+1,�1,+1} in a system of length L = 4, the output state is | mi / | ""##i ± | ##""i.

The “glassy” order refers to the random orientation of spins (which generalizes the aligned

pattern of a conventional ferromagnet); the long range order is diagnosed by a Edwards

Anderson order parameter, �SG = limL!1
P

m pm 1

L2

P
ijh m|ZiZj | mi

2 > 0. In contrast,

when pX = 1, we measure Xi on every site, and the output state is a paramagnetic product

state in the X basis with �SG
! 0. There is no volume-law phase in this model, and a

dynamical phase transition between the paramagnetic and ordered area-law states occurs

at pZ = 0.5.

When the discrete Ising symmetry is replaced by a continuous symmetry, such as a

global U(1) symmetry, the phase structure appears to be even richer (267). For a U(1)

circuit with symmetry respecting two qubit unitary gates and single site Zi measurements,

the volume law phase has been predicted to break into two phases, a “charge-fuzzy” phase

and a “charge-sharp” phase. In the former, which occurs at small measurement rate, p,

an initial pure state which is a linear combination of di↵erent charge sectors (for example

all spins pointing in the X�direction) will evolve into a charge eigenstate on times that

are linear in the number of qubits. In the charge-sharp phase at higher p (but still in the

volume law phase) on the other hand, this charge sharpening occurs on times that are order

one for large system size. One can also consider an ancilla coupled to two di↵erent charge

sectors, namely | i = | Qi|0i+ | Q�1i|1i, with | Qi representing a state in the charge Q

sector (while |0i, |1i) are states of the ancilla). In this case the ancilla qubit purifies on time

scales of order one in the charge-sharp phase, but more slowly, of order L in the charge-

fuzzy phase. A proposed field theory predicts an infinite-order (Kosterlitz-Thouless) phase

transition between the charge-sharp and charge-fuzzy phases (268). Further explorations
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of circuits with U(1) symmetry, or other non-Abelian symmetries, constitutes an exciting

future direction.

Monitored dynamics can drive phase transitions between area-law-entangled states with

distinct topological quantum orders. As an example (71, 78), measurements of the stabilizers

of the toric code (269), along with a weak rate of single-qubit measurements in the Pauli

basis, can give rise to a topologically-ordered phase in which the monitored pure-states

sustains long-range entanglement which cannot be removed by a finite-depth unitary circuit,

as quantified by a topological entanglement entropy (270, 271) of Stopo = 2 ln 2 on the torus.

Equivalently, in the purifying dynamics of a maximally-mixed initial state, the entanglement

entropy of the system saturates to S = Stopo in constant time, and the system fails to

completely purify up to times which scale exponentially in the linear dimension of the

system.

Monitored dynamics is also interesting for dynamics with free fermion structure (60, 59,

259, 73, 64, 272, 273, 57), in which unitary evolution and measurements of fermion bilinears

only lead to the generation of two-body correlations. In contrast to a generic monitored

dynamics, free-fermion monitored evolution cannot sustain a volume-law-entangled phase

for any non-zero monitoring rate in any number of spatial dimensions (60). This is related

to having a continuous rather than discrete replica symmetry, which reduces the cost of

entanglement domain walls (57). Equivalently, it has been shown that the purification time

for an N -fermion state will be at most O(N2), so that free-fermion monitored systems are

always in a “pure” phase (273, 57).

Apart from area-law-entangled steady-states, however, both the continuous- and

discrete-time monitored dynamics of free fermions can give rise to super-area-law-entangled

phases and critical points (259, 73, 64).

4.2.1. Hybrid dynamics from spacetime-duality. We now consider a special class of mon-

itored dynamics obtained via a spacetime rotation of unitary dynamics (274, 275, 276).

These a↵ord various benefits, both in the postselection cost of selecting quantum trajecto-

ries, and in furnishing a complementary analytic perspective relating monitored and unitary

dynamics.

As discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, viewing a unitary quantum gate Uo1o2
i1i2

sideways generically

results in a non-unitary map, Ũ i2o2
i1o1

. This map implements a forced or postselected mea-

surement: a specific unitary gate yields a specific fixed measurement outcome with no Born

randomness. For example, if U is a two-site identity gate, its dual 1̃ = 2 |B+
i hB+

| is

proportional to a projection onto a specific Bell pair state |B+
i ⌘

1p
2
(|""i + |##i)20. Per-

forming this exchange in the roles of space and time across the entire circuit associates to

every unitary evolution a non-unitary partner. The input and output states of the dual

monitored evolution live on timelike slices and correspond to spatial boundary conditions

of the unitary evolution, as shown in Fig. 6c.

Thus far, this seems to be a purely theoretical construction - after all, an experimentalist

cannot directly implement forced measurements like 1̃ (except by costly postselection).

However, a simple protocol described in (275) uses a “teleportation” protocol to transfer

20In general, a polar decomposition yields Ũ = 2FW , where W is a unitary gate and F is positive
semi-definite and normalized to Tr(F 2) = 1. Since F � 0, we can interpret Ũ as an element
of a POVM: it corresponds to a forced weak measurement (i.e., deterministically postselecting a
particular outcome of a POVM).
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the time-like input/output states to conventional space-like slices at the cost of introducing

additional ancilla qubits and unitary SWAP gates; the system and ancilla qubits are then

evolved with purely unitary gates (which the experimentalist does have access to); following

this evolution, a set of postselected Bell measurements at the final time-slice produces the

desired output state corresponding to sideways hybrid evolution as shown in Fig. 6d. Thus,

while these circuits do not eliminate the postselection problem, they parametrically improve

the cost by only requiring postselection at the final time rather than the entire spacetime

volume; this is also desirable for various near-term experimental architectures that do not

allow measurements in the middle of the circuit but only at the end.

Separately, flipped circuits provide a useful analytic perspective on monitored circuits by

bootstrapping to the vast body of knowledge on temporal entanglement dynamics in unitary

circuits. To zeroth order, spacetime duality exchanges the roles of space and time; hence,

spatial scaling of entanglement in the late-time states of flipped monitored circuits maps to

the temporal scaling of entanglement growth in the corresponding unitary circuit (275, 276).

If the unitary circuit is chaotic and displays ballistic entanglement growth S(t) ⇠ vEt,

this translates to a volume law scaling for steady states in the flipped circuits, with an

entropy density set by vE , S̃A(t̃ ! 1) ⇠ vE |A|. Interestingly, this also implies that the

variety of temporal entanglement dynamics in unitary settings (ranging from logarithmic

to subballistic growth in time) translate to di↵erent spatial scalings in the output states

(ranging from logarithmic to fractal) leading to new classes of entanglement phases in

monitored dynamics.

Importantly, however, the interchanging of space and time is not the full story. The spa-

tial scaling entanglement of subsystems of output states of monitored dynamics is mapped

to the temporal growth of entanglement in unitary circuits, but the unitary evolution is ac-

companied by boundary decoherence, which allows information to escape the system and be

“radiated away” from one of its edges (275). This furnishes a connection between monitored

and dissipative dynamics, which were contrasted in Sec. 4.1.1. The presence of boundary

dissipation furnishes universal subleading corrections to the leading entanglement scaling

which, for instance, characterize the non-thermal nature of the volume-law phase. For

example, the entropy of a mixed state evolving under Haar random unitaries subject to

boundary dissipation can be calculated using the domain-wall picture described in Sec-

tion 3.1.3, with the domain wall pinned to the boundary of the system at the final time.

The edge dissipation changes the random walk calculation discussed earlier by introducing

a partially absorbing boundary condition. This analysis furnishes subleading corrections to

the temporal entanglement dynamics, coming from both the t1/3 KPZ corrections present

in the quenched average of entanglement, and an additional 3/2 log(t) piece from the par-

tially absorbing boundary conditions. Upon dualizing, these give the same |A|
1/3 spatial

corrections to the entanglement entropy of the volume law states obtained via the DPRE

picture in Sec. 4.1.2; indeed, in this setting, one could think of the domain wall picture as

a microscopic realization of the (DPRE) e↵ective description.

5. Experiments

The subject of this review is topical in light of rapid experimental progress in building pro-

grammable digital quantum simulators. The ability to isolate quantum coherent qubits, to

couple qubits via controlled unitary operations, and to make high-fidelity locally resolved

measurements for readout, control and feedback all represent major engineering challenges;
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these challenges are being actively pursued over a wide range of physical platforms ranging

from superconducting junctions to trapped ions. While much of this e↵ort is broadly moti-

vated by the quest to build universal programmable quantum computers — a goal that is

still far in the future given current parameters for noise rates and system sizes (38) — these

platforms have already furnished impressive new capabilities when viewed as experimental

platforms for many-body physics. This dual view of a computational device as an informa-

tion theoretic tool on one hand, and a real experimental system for many-body physics on

the other, is reflected in the broad interdisciplinary theoretical interest in quantum circuits.

One of the first experimental breakthroughs in digital simulation was Google’s announce-

ment of “quantum supremacy” in a 53 qubit system (125), signaling a leap from a decades

long e↵ort in designing and benchmarking individual quantum circuit elements to the arrival

of genuinely many-body coupled systems with vast Hilbert spaces. An abstract information

theoretic task was chosen for the demonstration, that of sampling from the output distri-

bution of a state evolved under a random quantum circuit (277, 124, 278, 279); the task

illustrates the utility of quantum circuit dynamics for benchmarking near-term quantum

devices.

From the point of view of many-body physics, it is particularly interesting to study

phenomena in the regimes opened up by the natural operational mode of these devices

that is accessible in the present-term i.e. viewing them as quantum circuits executing

non-equilibrium dynamics (280) (as opposed to universal simulators that may eventually

shed light on long-standing equilibrium problems in strongly-correlated physics, such as the

phase diagram of the 2D Hubbard model). These platforms are also building remarkable

capabilities to access the new types of information theoretic observables we have discussed

in this review. Tomographic techniques, while strongly limited to small system sizes, allow

the full reconstruction of a density matrix - including quantum coherent o↵-diagonal terms

- and thereby allow the computation of any non-linear function of the density matrix,

including entanglement. A beautiful experiment on an (analog) Bose-Hubbard simulator

(281, 282) computed the purity, hTr⇢2Ai = Tr[SWAPA⇢⌦ ⇢], by making two identical copies

of a system and measuring a partial SWAP operator between the two copies (283, 284),

circumventing the need for tomography at the expense of needing to prepare multiple copies.

Novel ancilla assisted measurement protocols can implement methods (like the “Hadamard

test”) to obtain new types of correlation functions.

These capabilities have been put to use in several notable recent works. We focus here on

experiments with quantum circuits, but note that these works follow many milestone papers

probing fundamental aspects of quantum dynamics, thermalization and many-body localiza-

tion on a wide variety of analog simulator platforms (282, 35, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290).

Ref. (291) furnished a detailed experimental study of information scrambling in a variety

of chaotic quantum circuits by measuring out-of-time-ordered commutators using ancilla-

assisted methods. Ref. (292) implemented a circuit to prepare the ground state of the

topologically ordered toric code and performed a measurement of the topological entan-

glement entropy of the state and simulated an anyon braiding operation on the state.

Ref. (293) implemented an MBL Floquet circuit to simulate a time-crystal, and made an

ancilla assisted measurement of a spectrum averaged unequal space-time correlation func-

tion closely related to the Edwards-Anderson correlator discussed previously; this correlator

probes the defining spatiotemporal order of the phase across the entire exponentially dense

many-body spectrum, and contrasts with conventional correlators that vanish on taking an

“infinite temperature” averaged over the entire spectrum.
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When considering monitored circuits with unitaries and measurements, we must reckon

with the prohibitive postselection barrier mentioned earlier. Here, the challenge of preparing

multiple copies of a given quantum state (i.e. a given trajectory associated with a specific

set of measurement outcomes {m}) is not “merely” an engineering one, but a fundamen-

tal theoretical one stemming from the randomness inherent to the measurement process.

Ref. (294) made a first experimental attempt to probe this physics in a small 8 qubit

trapped ion system by measuring the late-time entanglement entropy of a “reference qubit”

entangled with the system at t = 0, as discussed in Section. 4.1.3. This method requires

the existence of a “decoder” to correlate the basis in which the reference qubit is measured

with the measurement record on the system, which was achieving in the experiment by sim-

ulating Cli↵ord circuits whose classical simulability allows “wrong” measurement outcomes

to be corrected by a feed-forward action determining future unitary operations. On small

enough systems, individual trajectories can be reproduced by “brute-force”, as was done

in a recent experiment using IBM’s digital simulators (295). However, larger scale experi-

mental demonstrations of non-Cli↵ord monitored evolutions will require fundamental new

approaches to address the postselection problem, for instance by appealing to additional

structures like space-time duality that can parametrically reduce postselection overhead as

discussed in Section 4.2.1.

6. Outlook

We conclude by outlining some important topic areas and questions within quantum circuit

dynamics that deserve further study. First, the e↵ects of feedback in quantum dynamics –

whereby future unitary operations or measurements are conditioned on past measurement

outcomes – remain to be understood. How can feedback be harnessed to stabilize ordered

phases of quantum matter in quantum circuit dynamics, and how can these protocols be

realized in digital quantum simulators? How does feedback a↵ect the generation of quan-

tum many-body entanglement? Quantum error-correction (39) provides one well-studied

example of the powerful e↵ects of feedback, which can allow an observer to recover an

unknown quantum state encoded in an evolving quantum system, though a more exten-

sive exploration of this new area of “interactive” quantum dynamics is warranted.21 The

out-of-equilibrium phases that can arise due to the interplay of monitored dynamics with

open quantum system dynamics, which evolve the system of interest into a mixed state, is

beginning to be explored (81, 74, 296, 297) and also provides a fruitful area of study.

In the study of monitored quantum circuits, probing the entanglement properties of

monitored pure-states generally requires a large amount of post-selection, as explained

in Sec. 4.1.1, which poses a barrier for experimentally-observing the measurement-driven

entanglement phase transition. Are there classes of monitored dynamics, apart from Cli↵ord

dynamics and evolution with a dual-unitary description (274), in which this “post-selection

barrier” can be avoided? Can spacetime rotations of unitary quantum circuits (276, 275)

be used to overcome post-selection problems in the preparation of other interesting kinds

of quantum states?

The entanglement phase transition in monitored dynamics remains to be fully charac-

21We note that successful quantum error-correction would lead to the recovery of a particular
encoded quantum state with high fidelity, which is a priori a much more stringent requirement
than using feedback to stabilize a phase of a quantum many-body system.
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terized. In the Cli↵ord case, a quantitative understanding of the evolution of stabilizers

(Sec. 3.3.4) in monitored Cli↵ord circuits might shed light on this transition. Progress in

understanding the relevant statistical mechanical descriptions of monitored systems with

continuous symmetries would also provide useful insight into phases that can arise in this set-

ting. As we touched on in Sec. 4, there are also interesting questions about coarse-graining

the e↵ective models for the case of generic unitaries, with connections to fundamental con-

cepts in the theory of disordered systems. Separately, it would also be interesting to have

mathematically rigorous results for the phase diagram of the measurement problem, for

example a rigorous proof of the stability of the volume-law phase.

At the level of formalism there is also much still to understand about the structure of

the e↵ective lattice models for both unitary and nonunitary dynamics, for example about

the combinatorial structure underlying various replica-like limits. While we have discussed

here a limited number of quantities, this formalism can be applied to almost any observable

of interest in the circuit.

As we discussed at the outset, one way to motivate the circuits is as simpler models

for dynamics in more conventional many-body systems with a fixed Hamiltonian, either on

the lattice or in the continuum. In Sec. 3.1.3 and Sec. 3.3.2 we touched on some ways of

extending ideas from the random circuit to non-random systems but there is much still to

do here.

Finally, can monitored dynamics provide (i) new benchmarking tasks for near-term

quantum computers or (ii) insights into quantum error-correcting codes? Time-periodic

monitored dynamics have been recently used to construct dynamically-evolving, fault-

tolerant quantum codes (298, 299), though it remains to be understood if other kinds

of monitored evolution can produce similarly useful codes, in which “decoding” quantum

information is practical and feasible.
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